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ABSTRACT 

 

 

Regenerative potential is expressed to a maximum extent in echinoderms. Starfishes are well 

known echinoderms, which are capable of reconstructing external appendages and internal organs 

often subjected to amputation, self-induced or traumatic, rapidly followed by complete successful re-

growth of the lost parts. The coelomic fluid that bathes the internal organs of starfish is rich in 

molecules involved in cell signaling processes. It was intended to study which of these molecules 

present in the coelomic fluid (bioactive peptides or other low molecular mass compounds) could play 

an important role in the regeneration process of the starfish Marthasterias glacialis. For that, a mass 

spectrometry based approach was used to characterize the molecules present in the coelomic fluid of 

the starfish in the first phase of its regeneration process, a wound-healing phase (48 hours post-arm 

tip ablation). None of the spectra obtained from MALDI-TOF/TOF MS and ESI-MS showed a 

fragmentation pattern characteristic for peptides. Instead, asterosaponins were found in high 

concentration levels in the coelomic fluid of regenerating animals. Asterosaponins are one of the 

bioactive secondary metabolites from starfish with known immunological, physiological and 

pharmacological activities, and thus these compounds seem to be promising signaling molecules to 

study the starfish regeneration process. 

 

 

 

Keywords: regeneration, starfish, coelomic fluid, mass spectrometry, asterosaponins 
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RESUMO 

 

 

O potencial de regeneração tem nos equinodermes a sua máxima expressão. As estrelas-do-

mar são equinodermes bem estudados, sendo capazes de reconstruir partes externas do seu corpo e 

os seus órgãos internos, frequentemente sujeitos a amputação, auto-induzida ou traumática, 

rapidamente seguido do seu crescimento completo. O fluido celómico que banha todo o interior da 

estrela-do-mar é rico em moléculas que estão envolvidas em processos de sinalização celular. No 

presente trabalho, pretendeu-se estudar quais destas moléculas presentes no fluido celómico 

(péptidos bioactivos ou outros compostos de baixa massa molecular) poderiam desempenhar um 

papel fundamental no processo de regeneração da estrela-do-mar Marthasterias glacialis. Para tal, foi 

usada uma abordagem de espectrometria de massa para caracterizar as moléculas presentes no 

fluido celómico da estrela-do-mar numa primeira fase do processo de regeneração, a fase de 

cicatrização (48 horas depois da amputação da extremidade de um braço). Nenhum dos espectros 

MALDI-TOF/TOF MS e ESI-MS obtidos apresentaram padrões de fragmentação típicos de péptidos. 

Ao invés, foram encontradas asterosaponinas em altas concentrações no fluido celómico de animais 

em regeneração. As asterosaponinas constituem um dos metabolitos secundários bioactivos das 

estrelas-do-mar que apresentam conhecidas propriedades imunológicas, fisiológicas e 

farmacológicas, e como tal, estes compostos aparentam ser moléculas relevantes para o estudo do 

processo de regeneração de estrelas-do-mar. 

 

 

Palavras-chave: regeneração, estrela-do-mar, fluido celómico, espectrometria de massa, 

asterosaponinas 
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1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Echinoderms 

 

The echinoderms (phylum Echinodermata) are exclusively marine invertebrates and, with 

some exceptions, are all benthic organisms (bottom-dwellers). Approximately 13,000 echinoderms 

species are known while 7,000 living species fall into five well-defined classes: Crinoidea (sea lilies 

and feather stars), with about 600 living species, their body is oriented with the mouth facing up and 

they may or not have a stalk; Asteroidea (starfishes), with about 1,500 living species, have their oral 

surface on the ventral side and usually have multiple arms surrounding a central disk; Ophiuroidea 

(brittle stars), with about 2,000 living species, have five arms, typically flexible, radiating from a central 

disc, which are used for locomotion; Echinoidea (sea urchins and sand dollars), with about 1,700 living 

species, possess a usually globular body, formed by the fusion of skeletal plates, without distinct 

arms; Holothuroidea, with about 1,100 living species, are characterized by a cylindrical shape and a 

relatively soft body [1]. Echinoderms are one of the closest living relatives to vertebrates (phylum 

Chordata), since they both belong to the superphylum Deuterostomia [2]. 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1 - Examples of echinoderms. (a) a sea star; (b) a brittle 
star; (c) a sea urchin; (d) a feather star; (e) a sea cucumber. 
Adapted from [3]. 
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Echinoderms usually have separate sexes with no evident sexual dimorphism. Reproduction is 

typically achieved by external fertilization, with eggs and sperm freely released into the seawater.  

 

The surface of their body is often brightly coloured and is generally spiny or warty. However, 

echinoderms share several common characteristics despite their dissimilar appearances. All of them 

possess five-part radial symmetry around a central disk, clearly visible in starfishes and brittle-stars. 

This means that each arm of an echinoderm has an exact replica of all internal organs [4]. They are 

also characterized by a unique water vascular system, consisting of a set of water-filled canals 

branching from a ring canal and leading to tube feet, involved in locomotion, respiration, sensation and 

feeding. Other morphological characteristics of echinoderms include the presence of a mineralized 

endoskeleton; and a central nervous system that lies perpendicular to the gut [5]. 

 

 

Figure 1.2 - Simplified diagrams of the anatomical organization of the adult starfish. A, top view of an 
adult starfish and B, lateral view of one starfish arm. Adapted from [5]. 
Legend: Nervous system: CR, circumoral nerve ring; RNC, radial nerve cord. Digestive system: CS, 
cardiac stomach; PC, pyloric caeca. Water vascular system: WRC, water ring canal; AS, ambulacrary 
system with tube feet; M, madreporite. Reproductive system: G, gonads. 

 
The body cavity of echinoderms is filled with coelomic fluid, which bathes the internal organs 

and forms the fluid medium, where the coelomocytes (the echinoderm immune cells) are suspended. 

The composition of coelomic fluid is similar to sea water in dissolved salts and other minerals [6]. 

Since the coelomic fluid bathes all the internal organs, is extremely rich in secreted molecules, like 

growth factors, hormones and neuropeptides, which are involved in cell signaling processes.  

 

The coelomic fluid is also rich in proteins secreted by the coelomocytes or the surrounding 

tissues (such as the radial nerve cord), essential for encapsulation of invasive material and clotting 

reactions; and thus are involved in cell-free (humoral) immune responses [5]. Hence, there are two 

types of responses comprising the immune system of echinoderms. Cell-based immunity is carried 

by the coelomocytes, a morphologically heterogeneous population of free roaming cells that are 

capable of recognizing and neutralizing pathogens. These cells present diverse morphologies and 

functions, like phagocytosis, encapsulation, clotting, cytotoxicity, wound-healing, among others. On 
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the other hand, the humoral immunity is mediated by a wide variety of secreted molecules, found in 

the coelomic fluid, which play an important role in the immune response of echinoderms. Compounds 

such as lectins, agglutinins, perforins, and cytokines are some of the humoral responses of 

echinoderms. These molecules are capable of recognizing, neutralizing or destroying foreign material, 

promoting cell migration and agglutination and are also involved in wound-healing mechanisms. In 

fact, echinoderms possess extraordinary wound-healing capabilities, a key feature that also plays an 

important role in one of the best known characteristics of the echinoderms, the capability of 

regeneration of lost body parts [7]. 

 

Other immune-active chemical compounds with roles in maintaining antiseptic environments 

include saponins and saponin-like compounds in sea stars and brittle stars, which are active against 

some Gram-positive bacteria. Sea stars and brittle stars, in particular, express steroidal glycosides 

(asterosaponins) that exhibit antifungal activity and toxicity against brine shrimp (phylum Arthropoda; 

class Branchiopoda). It is likely that multitudes of others molecules with activity against all types of 

pathogens have central importance for immune functions in echinoderms [6].One interesting aspect to 

refer is that saponins extracted from plants are known to have wound-healing activities [8]. 

 

The echinoderms possess some features that make them fascinating animals to study. Among 

them, is their sensitivity to environmental changes in seawater ecosystems. Specifically, embryos, 

juveniles and adults of the classes Echinoidea and Asteroidea are well utilized in studies on marine 

pollution since they highly resent it [1]. Also, it is known that echinoderms derive bioactive compounds 

that may have biotechnological value. For example, high antimicrobial activity was found in 

gastrointestinal organs and eggs from the starfish Asterias rubens and in eggs from the sea cocumber 

Cucumaria frondosa [9]. Moreover, Carballo et al. 2002 used two brine shrimp assays to identify 

potential cytotoxic substances useful in cancer therapy [10]. In this study, the authors incubated whole 

body extract from three echinoderms (Holothuria impatients, Pseudoconus californica and Pharia 

pyramidata) that showed a strong cytostatic (growth inhibition) and cytotoxic effect against two human 

cell lines, lung carcinoma A-549 and colon carcinoma HT-29.  Hence, echinoderm-derive compounds 

could be used as new strategies in cancer research and as new candidates for novel antibiotics. 

Finally, their ability to regenerate parts of their bodies makes a fundamental contribution to the 

adaptive capacities of the whole species. This regeneration capacity of echinoderms will be discussed 

in Section 1.3. 

It is hoped that studies on echinoderms will result not only in important cell biological insights, 

but also in the development of further therapeutic tools. 
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1.2 The animal model: Marthasterias glacialis 

 

Marthasterias glacialis (Linné, 1758) (also known as 

spiny starfish), is an asteroid echinoderm widely 

distributed throughout north-western Europe. M. glacialis 

is essentially a sublittoral species extending to depths of 

about 180 m, but some specimens are found at low water 

on rocky shores. These animals show a variation in color 

from dirty brown to greenish-grey [4]. 

This starfish species is most commonly found with 30-40 

cm but it can achieve 80 cm diameter. Its surface is 

covered by linear papillae from which arise large conical 

spines surrounded by numerous pedicellariae (minute jawed elements used to clean body surface and 

as defensive means). This starfish feeds on a wide range of organisms (dead or alive) such as 

molluscs, shellfish, fish or other echinoderms [11]. 

The regenerative process of M. glacialis is complex and slow, and can vary from just 15 to 20 

weeks to fully regenerate a lost arm tip, and up to several months in the case of an autotomized arm 

[5]. 

 

In the late 40s, these species were first studied due to the presence of steroidal glycosides 

(asterosaponins), a secondary metabolite produced by starfishes. To date, four different 

asterosaponins have been described and all of them presented significant pharmacological activity 

[12]. Recent studies of this starfish include: the characterization of cytotoxic carotenoids [13]; the 

identification of novel neuropeptides [14]; the characterization of anti-adhesive glycoproteins [15]; and 

the study of the differential protein expression associated with arm tip regeneration events using a 

proteomic and mass spectrometry based approaches [5], among several other scientific reports. 

 

M. glacialis was the echinoderm species used in this study. This animal is easily found in the 

Portuguese coast, namely in Estoril. Also, it is easy to maintain it alive in a controlled aquarium 

environment and due to its amazing regenerative capabilities, allows the survival and regeneration of 

a new individual if a fifth of the central disk remains attached to the lost arm. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.3 – Marthasterias glacialis. 
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1.3 Regeneration in echinoderms 

 

Regeneration is a complex cellular process in that, rather than simply forming a scar following 

injury, the animal forms new tissues that are very similar to the injured or missing body part. This may 

involve a set of several different mechanisms, which ultimately will lead to the regrowth or repair of 

cells, tissues and organs. After wound-healing, at least three processes can be activated, either 

independently or together. Regenerative strategies include the rearrangement of the pre-existing 

tissue; the use of adult somatic stem cells and the dedifferentiation (Figure 1.4). The latter involves the 

processes by which a terminally differentiated cell loses its tissue-specific characteristics and 

becomes undifferentiated, then, these cells can either re-differentiate into cells of their original type 

and/or, re-differentiate into cells from a different lineage, also known as transdifferentiation. In 

vertebrates, there is evidence that both stem cells and cell-dedifferentiation processes have a role in 

blastema-mediated regeneration. In invertebrates, stem-cell proliferation seems to have a key role 

[16]. 

 

 

Figure 1.4 - Basic mechanisms of regeneration in vertebrates and in invertebrates. Adapted from 
[16]. 

 

The regeneration capability of echinoderms, found throughout the phylum, is one of the most 

familiar features and forms an integral part of their adaptive repertoire. Due to their spectacular 

regenerative capabilities, echinoderms were favorite models for regeneration studies in the 19th and 

early 20th centuries. There are already innumerous scientific reports of interesting regeneration 

related studies within several species of echinoderm classes, such as crinoids, ophiuroids, asteroids 

and holothuroids [17]. 

 

This regeneration potential of echinoderms allows them to reconstruct their external 

appendages (e.g. spines and tube feet) and internal organs (e.g. gonads, gut and nervous system), 

frequently subjected to amputation, autotomic (self-induced) or traumatic, with complete successful 

regrowth of lost parts [5]. It is also part of the life cycle as an indispensable complement of the 

program of asexual reproduction, which offers remarkable potential as a cloning strategy. In fact, in 

asteroids, individual autotomized arms can regenerate to produce new complete adults. This process 

of repair and regrowth can involve both the adult and the larval stages, where the regeneration 

capabilities are higher in larval stages when compared with those in adults [17]. 
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It has been commonly described for several echinoderm species that the primary response to 

amputation is a rapid muscular contraction [18]. The overall regeneration process in echinoderms can 

be subdivided into three main phases: a repair phase, which is a wound-healing phase; an early 

regenerative phase; and an advanced regenerative phase, with arm regrowth. In asteroids, the 

initial repair phase may last for a week or more depending on temperature and species. The cell cycle 

activity is slow at this early stage and more effective at later stages of arm regrowth. Also, at more 

advanced stages the regenerating tip begins to display the organization and features of an adult 

complete arm.  

Furthermore, asteroid arm regeneration is a nerve-dependent process. In model species 

(Asterina gibbosa), arm regeneration can not occur if the radial nerve has been removed and the 

neurotrophic action of the nervous system is needed throughout the whole course of regeneration [17]. 

 

In terms of the cellular strategies involved in regeneration events, it can be either epimorphic 

or morphallactic, according to whether or not a blastema is formed after wound-healing. 

Echinoderms seem to employ both epimorphic and/or morphallactic processes according to species 

and injury type. Epimorphic process with blastema formation appear to be employed in situations 

where regeneration is widely predicted, rapid and effective, which takes place after autotomy of the 

arms of both crinoids and ophiuroids. In contrast, morphallactic regeneration seems to be a more 

complicate and slower process, which tends to follow traumatic mutilations (for instance in arm tip 

regeneration of asteroids). In this case amputation is not a predictable event and the regenerative 

mechanisms imply phenomena of substantial rearrangement of the “old” structures [19]. 

As referred, in asteroid arm regeneration, the morphallactic process seems to be employed in 

tissue replacement and regrowth, in both post-traumatic and post-autotomic regenerations, due to the 

absence of a blastema-like structure formation as the center of cell proliferation [20]. In contrast with 

other echinoderms, starfish have only a single autotomy plane for each arm, which is located at its 

base, close to the central disk causing a large wound when the arm is sacrificed. This morphallactic 

process is a slow process, when compared with the epimorphosis of crinoids or ophiuroids, with no 

sign of particular increase in cell proliferation at the site of regeneration. Only in the late stages of new 

arm tip growth there is an increased proliferation, both in the adjacent tissues, such as the coelomic 

epithelium (one of the three layers that constitutes the gut of Asteroidea) [21].  

 

The time points of the different stages of arm regrowth have been studied in Asterias rubens 

(Echinodermata: Asteroidea) [18] [20]. These authors suggest the following time events: a wound-

healing phase during the first week after injury, with increased cellular proliferation in distal organs, 

including the coelomic epithelium and pyloric caeca; an early regeneration phase taking up to 5 

weeks, with increased cellular proliferation in the distal organs; and at approximately 10 weeks, the 

subsequent arm regrowth stage with a pronounced cellular proliferation in regenerating tissues and a 

decline in distal organs. 
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2. AIM OF THE STUDY 

 

The main objective of this work was the characterization of the cell-free coelomic fluid (CFF) of 

the starfish M. glacialis, in a wound-healing phase (48h post-arm tip ablation), the first phase of the 

regeneration process. It was intended to understand if compounds such as bioactive peptides or other 

low molecular mass compounds present in the CFF could play an important role in starfish 

regeneration. To accomplish this, it was used a mass spectrometry based approach, using two 

different equipment, MALDI-TOF/TOF MS and ESI-MS. 

 

As mentioned previously, the coelomic fluid is rich in several molecules that are involved in the 

immunological processes of the starfish. Bioactive peptides are defined as specific protein fragments 

that have a positive impact on the functioning or conditions of organisms. These peptides are either 

intact small molecules (molecular mass typically below 10 kDa), such as hormones, cytokines, growth 

factors and peptides that are released from larger protein precursors during protein processing or they 

may represent degradation products of proteolytic activity [22]. Therefore, these molecules may play 

key roles in many physiological processes. The beneficial effects are attributed to different properties 

found in peptides such as antimicrobial, antiviral, antitumor, antifungal and immunomodulatory 

activities, among others [23].  

 

Standard proteomic approaches are not suitable for the analysis of low molecular mass 

fractions of samples [24]. In fact, compounds of a molecular mass lower than 10 kDa are generally not 

retained in the two-dimensional (2D) gel electrophoresis commonly used in proteomics.  

Hence, to characterize bioactive peptides or other low molecular mass compounds that could 

be present in the coelomic fluid of the starfish, techniques such chromatography and mass 

spectrometry are used in order to separate and identify molecules present in a sample mixture. 
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3. AN INTRODUCTION TO MASS SPECTROMETRY 

 

Mass Spectrometry (MS) is a set of powerful analytical techniques that measure the mass-to-

charge (m/z) ratios of gas phase ions and their relative abundance, giving the mass of a molecule if 

the charge is known. Mass spectrometers are used to identify unknown compounds, to specifically 

quantify selected compounds, and to elucidate the structure and chemical properties of molecules 

[25].  

A mass spectrometer consists of three major components: an Ionization Source, to generate 

gas-phase ionic species from the analyte molecules; one or several mass Analyzers, to separate 

these molecular ions formed in the ionization source according to their m/z ratio; and a Detector, 

which monitors the ion current of the mass-separated ions, amplifies it and the signal is transmitted to 

the data system where it is recorded in the form of a m/z spectra. In addition, a sample introduction 

system is necessary to allow the samples under study to achieve the ion source. The analyzer and 

detector of the mass spectrometer (and often the ionization source too) are maintained under high 

vacuum (10
-4

-10
-8

 torr) so that the ions can travel from one end of the instrument to the other and 

reach the analyzer without any interference with other molecules [26]. 

 

Figure 3.1 - Components of a mass spectrometer. Adapted from [27]. 

 

The MS spectrum is a plot of ion abundance vs m/z. The x-axis of the mass spectrum is the 

mass-to-charge ratio, m/z, where m is the relative mass and z is the charge number (both are unitless, 

therefore m/z is a dimensionless quantity). The y-axis of the mass spectrum is the ion abundance (%). 

The most intense peak is called the base peak and is assigned the relative abundance of 100 %. The 

abundances of all the other peaks in the spectrum are given their proportionate values, as 

percentages of the base peak [26]. 

 

Tandem mass spectrometry (also known as MS/MS or MS
2
) refers to the coupling of two mass 

analyzers, in time or in space, with the objective of obtaining further information about the sample 

under study. As referred, MS
2 

can be conceived in two ways: in space (by coupling two mass 

analyzers) or in time (by an appropriate sequence of events in an ion storage device) [28].   

The concept of MS
2
 is illustrated in Figure 3.2 and involves mass-selection, fragmentation and 

mass analysis. The first stage (MS1) performs the mass selection of a specified ion from a mixture of 
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ions present in the analyzer. This mass-selected ion undergoes fragmentation, usually via collisions 

with neutral gas atoms, referred as collision-induced dissociation, CID. The CID is a two-step process, 

namely collision activation and unimolecular dissociation. During the first step, the fast-moving mass-

selected ions collide with atoms of an inert gas (argon or helium) and are excited to higher energy 

states. During this excitation process, a part of the initial translational energy of the incident ions is 

converted into the excitation energy to cause its fragmentation. By definition, the mass-selected ion is 

called the precursor ion and the ionic fragments are called product ions. The second stage (MS2) of 

MS/MS is used to mass-analyze the product ions that are formed in the intermediate step [29]. 

 

 

Figure 3.2 - Basic concepts of tandem mass spectrometry. Adapted from [29]. 

 

MS has significant advantages over other methods in speed, sensitivity, detection limits and 

specificity of chemical analysis and its broad applicability has proven valuable in many different 

scientific fields. MS is fast becoming an indispensable tool for analyzing biomolecules, such as 

proteins or peptides. In fact, MS provides relevant data for protein/peptide identification, such as 

molecular mass and information of the amino acid sequence (the latter obtained from MS/MS 

experiments). Moreover, from the fragmentation spectrum obtained, one can perform a de novo 

sequencing (manually or by specific softwares), in order to determine the most likely sequence of the 

peptides [30]. 

 

The ionization method to be used depends on the compounds of interest and type of sample 

under investigation. Proteins and peptides are polar, non-volatile, and thermally unstable. Thus, these 

molecules require an ionization method that transfers the analyte into the gas phase without extensive 

degradation. Hence, the so-called soft ionization methods such as Electrospray Ionization (ESI) and 

Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization (MALDI) are the preferred ones for the study of this type 

of molecules. Mass analyzers on the other hand also determine the level and type of performance of 

the mass spectrometer equipment. Each mass analyzer has a set of unique features, such as mass 

range, analysis speed, resolution, sensitivity and ion transmission [30]. Ion trap analyzers are widely 

used with ESI, whereas time of-flight (TOF) instruments are usually coupled with MALDI sources. The 

referred ionization methods and mass analyzers are described below. 
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3.1 Electrospray Ionization & Ion-Trap Mass Analyser 

 

The Electrospray Ionization (ESI) is a soft ionization technique introduced by Yamashita and 

Fenn in 1984 [31], in which the analyte is charged and transferred from a solution to the gas phase. 

With ESI, heat-labile or high molecular mass compounds can be studied. The range of molecular 

mass that can be analyzed is greater than 100,000 u, due to multiple charging, a feature that is 

practically unique in ESI.  

 
The transfer of ionic species from solution into the gas phase by ESI involves three steps: (1) 

dispersal of a fine spray of charge droplets, followed by (2) solvent evaporation and (3) gaseous ion 

ejection from the highly charged droplets.  

 

Figure 3.3 - Mechanism of electrospray ionization. Adapted from [32]. 

 

The sample solution in a solvent stream enters the ESI needle (a stainless steel or quartz 

silica capillary tube), to which a high voltage is applied (e.g. 2.5-6.0 kV). Then, a mist of highly 

charged droplets with the same polarity as the capillary voltage is generated at the exit of the 

electrospray tip.  With the aid of an elevated ESI-source temperature and/or a stream of nitrogen 

drying gas, the charged droplets are continuously reduced in size (by evaporation of the solvent), 

leading to an increase of surface charge density [33]. Finally, the electric field strength within the 

charged droplet reaches a critical point at which it is kinetically and energetically possible for ions at 

the surface of the droplets to be ejected into the gaseous phase, by electrostatic repulsion. The 

emitted ions are sampled by a sampling skimmer cone and are accelerated into the mass analyzer for 

further analysis of molecular mass and measurement of ion intensity [32]. 

The ESI coupled to an ion trap is useful for the mass analysis of polar compounds, which 

include biomolecules, such as multiple charged proteins, peptides, oligosaccharides and lipids.  
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An ion trap consists of three hyperbolic electrodes: the ring electrode, the entrance end cap 

electrode, and the exit end cap electrode (see Figure 3.4). These electrodes form a cavity in which it is 

possible to trap (store) and analyze ions. In an ion trap, ions are stored and manipulated in time rather 

than in space. 

 

Figure 3.4 - Schematic diagram of an ion trap mass 
analyzer. Adapted from [32]. 

 

Ions produced by the source enter the trap through the entrance end cap electrode. Various 

voltages are applied to the electrodes resulting in the formation of a cavity in which ions are trapped in 

a stable oscillating trajectory. In particular, by applying the appropriate dc (U) and rf (V) voltages to the 

electrodes, ions of a broad m/z range can be trapped within the trap. This process is further assisted 

by introducing helium gas (e.g at a pressure of 10
-3

 torr) into the trap. The nature of the trajectory is 

dependent on the trapping potential and on the m/z ratio of the ions. For ion detection, the magnitude 

of dc and rf voltages are increased, as well as the frequency of the rf signal (ω) in order to destabilize 

the ion trajectories. This will result in the ejection of the ions through the exit end cap electrode, where 

ions are usually ejected in order of increasing m/z, and are detected by the ion detector system [29]. 

 

The ion trap is especially suited to carry out multiple stages mass spectrometry (MS
n
) 

experiments in structural elucidation studies, simply by the use of additional operations which are 

performed sequentially in time. In fact, it is possible to selectively isolate a particular precursor ion in 

the trap and the fragmentation of this isolated precursor ion can be induced by CID experiments. As 

long as the signal intensity of the precursor ion is strong enough, and the molecule of interest permits, 

the fragmentation process can be repeated up to ten times [30]. 

Entrance end cap electrode 

Exit end cap electrode 
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In ESI, sample ions can carry a single charge or multiple charges, which are statistically 

distributed upon their basic sites. The charge stage distribution can be influenced by many factors 

such as: the number of ionizable groups of the proteins; the solvent conditions (pH, solvent type, 

presence of other solutes); charge transfers occurring in the solution and in the gas phase; the 

operating mode of the ion source and the conditions of its interface with the mass analyzer (pressure, 

temperature, applied voltages, among others) [30]. Samples (M) can give rise to singly charged 

molecular-related ions, usually protonated molecular ions of the formula [M+H]
+
 in positive ionization 

mode, and deprotonated molecular ions of the formula [M-H]
-
 in negative ionization mode. On the 

other hand, samples can give rise to multiply charged molecular-related ions such as [M+nH]
n+

 in 

positive ionization mode and [M-nH]
n-

 in negative ionization mode. Moreover, some molecules can be 

ionized by the addition of a sodium cation Na
+
, instead of a proton H

+
. Other common adduct ions 

include K
+
 (+39) and NH4

+
 (+18) in positive ionization mode and Cl

-
 (+35) in negative ionization mode. 

 

Peptides are typically observed in the mass spectrum with two to five protons, [M+2H]
2+

 and 

[M+5H]
5+

, depending on the mass of the peptide and the number of its basic residues. The m/z ratios 

are typically between 300 and 1500. For proteins, a wider charge state distribution and more highly 

charged species are observed.  

To determine the mass of peptides or proteins by MS, one should keep in mind the naturally 

occurring isotope distribution that generates an isotopic cluster, the number of atoms of each chemical 

element and their isotopic distribution (type of isotope and its relative abundance) [30]. For example, 

mainly due to the naturally occurring 
12

C:
13

C ratio (98.89% 
12

C: 1.11% 
13

C), biological molecules of 

mass units higher than 1000 Da show a considerable contribution of the 
13

C isotope, as illustrated in 

Figure 3.5: 

 

 

Figure 3.5 - Isotopic distributions of two peptides and one protein taking into account the naturally 
occurring 

12
C:

13
C ratio. Adapted from [30]. 

 

In Figure 3.5, three isotopic distributions are presented: (A) human angiotensin I 

(monoisotopic mass=1295.6775 Da, C62H89N17O14), where the monoisotopic peak of angiotensin I is 

the most abundant one with an asymmetry to larger masses; (B) melittin of honeybee (monoisotopic 

mass =2844.7542 Da, C131H229N39O31), where the monoisotopic peak is no longer the more intense 

due to the increase in the number of atoms of C, H, N and O; (C) and horse apomyoglobin protein 
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(monoisotopic mass =16940.9650 Da, C769H1212N210O218S2), where the abundance of the monoisotopic 

peak is negligible and the isotope distribution follows a bell‐shaped curve. 

 
For peptides, common mass analyzers enable the resolution of the corresponding isotope 

distribution. This allows the assignment of the charge state of an ion only by the calculation of the 

spacing between adjacent peaks in the isotopic cluster. Knowing the charge state of a given peptide 

signal, it is possible to determine its monoisotopic mass. For proteins, the average mass of the 

molecule is obtained by the deconvolution of the ESI mass spectrum. Algorithms have been 

developed that convert the ESI m/z spectrum to a mass domain plot for calculation of the molecular 

mass [30]. 

 

3.2 Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization & Time-Of-Flight 

 

Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization (MALDI) is a soft ionization technique used in 

mass spectrometry first introduced in 1988 by Hillenkamp and Karas [34]. It has become a widespread 

analytical tool for peptides, proteins and other biomolecules (such as oligonucleotides, carbohydrates 

and lipids) [35]. In MALDI, most molecules have a single charge, so the m/z measurement is equal to 

the mass of the ionized molecule, after subtracting the contribution of adduct mass. 

 

In this technique, desorption of sample molecules into the gas phase is triggered by an intense 

laser beam. However, proteins or peptides are not capable of absorbing this type of radiation. To 

overcome this, the analyte is first co-crystallized with an organic matrix (α-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic 

acid is commonly used for peptides) and then spotted on a target plate, which is then loaded into the 

mass spectrometer.  The main criterion of choosing a matrix is that it absorbs energy at the 

wavelength of the laser radiation. Nitrogen lasers with a wavelength of λ=337 nm are most commonly 

used for matrices that absorb in the UV-region. As so, the matrix plays a key role by strongly 

absorbing the laser energy and indirectly causing the analyte to vaporize. The matrix also serves as a 

proton donor and receptor, ionizing the analyte in both positive and negative ionization modes, 

respectively [35]. 

 

 

Figure 3.6 – Basic processes of MALDI ionization. Adapted from [36]. 
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When the matrix material absorbs the laser, sample molecules are ionized by gas phase 

proton transfer from the matrix. The laser promotes the production of: matrix neutrals, (m); matrix ions, 

(m+H)
+
 and (m-H)

-
; and sample neutrals, (M). The matrix ions then collide with the sample neutrals, 

producing sample ions, (M+H)
+
 and (M-H)

-
 [36]. The equations below illustrate this process:  

 

 (m+H)
+
 + M  m + (M+H)

+
 ( 3.1 ) 

 (m-H)
-
 + M  m + (M-H)

-
 ( 3.2 ) 

 

The MALDI mass spectra of proteins and peptides typically contain signals due to singly 

protonated target molecules and their oligomeric ions (e.g. (M+H)
+
, (2M+H)

+
). In some cases, doubly 

and triply charged protonated ions of low abundance are also formed. In addition, the Na
+
 and K

+
 

adducts are also observed in MALDI spectra.  

After this ionization process the generated sample ions are driven to the mass analyzer, which 

is often the Time-Of-Flight (TOF). Here, the ions desorbed by the laser pulse are accelerated in an 

electrical field to a kinetic energy of several keV. TOF instruments induce ions acceleration by 

applying the same potential from a fixed point at a fixed initial time, resulting in different time of flight 

according to their mass-to-charge ratios. This means that lighter ions drift more quickly to the detector, 

when compared with the heavier ones [30]. 

 

The time required for ions to reach the detector at the opposite end of the flight tube (the so 

called drift time) is measured. An ion of mass m and elementary charge e                acquires 

energy Ek                     in an electric field of potential difference of V volts and v is the 

velocity of the ion after the acceleration region. 

The kinetic energy of the drifting ions is given by Eq. ( 3.3 ): 

    
 

 
        ( 3.3 ) 

 
The velocity, v, is defined as the length of the field free drift tube, L, over the time-of-flight, t: 

   
 

 
 ( 3.4 ) 

Substituting the velocity v in Eq. ( 3.3 ) by Eq. ( 3.4 ) leads to: 

 
 

 
 

   

  
   ( 3.5 ) 

 

Therefore, the mass of an ion can be determined by measuring its drift time. However, the 

analyzer must be calibrated with substances of known mass and charge in order to establish a more 

accurate relationship between flight time and the m/z ratio of an ion. Also, the number of ions reaching 

the detector at any time is measured, giving the ion intensity, and consequently, its abundance.  
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 Additionally, two time-of-flight (TOF/TOF) analyzers can be used consecutively. TOF/TOF is a 

type of tandem-in-space instrument. In this process the first TOF acceleration selects, isolates and 

fragments a precursor ion of interest. Ion fragmentation is implemented in an induced collision 

dissociation cell with an inert gas (such as Ar, He, N2 or air) which increases the dissociation rate of 

vibrational excited precursor ions producing charged and neutral fragments [30]. The second analyzer 

reaccelerates and fragments the precursor ion, and then measures the masses and intensities of the 

fragment ions [36]. 

 

3.3 Liquid Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry (LC-MS) 

 
Liquid Chromatography (LC), specifically reversed-phase high-performance liquid 

chromatographic (RP-HPLC), is one of the methods of choice for separating proteins/peptides as well 

as some other biomolecules [29]. This separation is based on the partition interactions between the 

solute molecules, the hydrophilic mobile phase and the immobilized hydrophobic ligands attached to 

the stationary phase, i.e., the sorbent. The most popular stationary phase for protein/peptides analysis 

is an n-octadecyl carbon chain (C18) modified silica.  

 

The sample mixture is initially applied onto the sorbent in the presence of highly aqueous 

buffers (hydrophilic). As long as target compounds tend to be more hydrophobic then hydrophilic their 

affinity to a highly aqueous mobile phase is very low. That means, at the initial conditions all the 

compounds rather approximate the stationary phase then the mobile phase. The higher hydrophobicity 

of the compound the closer and stronger interactions occur inducing its retention. In other words, the 

more hydrophobic molecule is, the longer retention time shows and the higher concentration of 

organic solvent is required to promote its elution.  The solutes are eluted by increasing mobile phase 

hydrophobicity (addition of non-polar organic solvent into the mobile phase). This reduces the 

hydrophobic interactions between the solute and the sorbent returning the solute back into the mobile 

phase and flushing it out of the column. Elution can proceed in isocratic conditions (where the 

concentration of organic solvent is constant) or by gradient elution (where the amount of organic 

solvent is increased through time). [37]. 
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LC coupled with mass spectrometry, or simply LC-MS, is the analytical method of choice to 

study proteins, peptides or other low molecular mass compounds. Coupling LC to MS overcomes the 

low resolution for small proteins and peptides using 2-D gel electrophoresis. Its major benefits include 

enhanced specificity, the potential for high throughput analyses and a high speed of assay 

development [38]. With LC-ESI-MS, it is possible to analyze the eluting peptides directly, whereas 

using LC-MALDI, there is an intermediate step when the effluent is spotted on a plate prior to analysis. 

 

 

Figure 3.7 – Schematic illustration of the combination of LC and MALDI-TOF/TOF MS. 
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4. PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS 

 

As mentioned previously, the objective of this work was the characterization of the cell-free 

coelomic fluid (CFF) from starfish collected from control and regenerating animals, in a wound-healing 

phase of its regeneration process. 

The first step of the experimental work was to develop a method to obtain, from the coelomic 

fluid, a low molecular mass fraction, i.e. peptide/low molecular mass compounds enriched extracts; 

and a high molecular mass fraction, i.e. a protein fraction (for further proteomics analysis). Also, it was 

required a chromatographic method coupled with mass spectrometry to separate and detect possible 

peptides or other low molecular mass compounds present in the coelomic fluid. To accomplish this, an 

extensive series of preliminary experiments were conducted. The significant experiments are 

summarized in this chapter, where are described all the experimental procedures and the main results 

obtained from each one, until it was reached an optimized protocol. This optimized protocol was 

followed for the regeneration study conducted with the coelomic fluid of M. glacialis, collected in a 

wound-healing phase, as it will be discussed afterwards (Chapter 5). 

 

All the preliminary experiments were performed with coelomic fluid (CF) samples collected 

from several adult specimens of the starfish Marthasterias glacialis at the west coast of Portugal 

(Estoril, Cascais) in February 2012. Each animal was submitted to a needle punction and it was 

collected 2-3 mL of CF from each starfish. The animals were released back into its natural 

environment. CF from all the samples were centrifuged to remove coelomocytes (resulting in CFF), 

pooled, divided into 10-15 mL aliquots and stored at -80°C until further use. Prior analysis, the CFF 

samples were gradually defrosted (-80, -20 and 4°C) in order to avoid thermal chock and manually 

homogenized.  

 

It is important to refer that all the preliminary experiences were executed in 

duplicates/triplicates. In case of LC-MS analysis, the mobile phase was always injected as a blank 

solvent before and between each LC-MS sample analysis in order to eliminate possible carryover or to 

distinguish possible contaminant from sample compounds.  
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4.1 Optimization of methods to obtain a low molecular mass fraction 

 

4.1.1 Extraction methods tested to obtain a low molecular mass fraction 

 

In order to obtain peptide/low molecular mass compounds enriched extracts from the CFF, it 

was necessary to separate the protein fraction of the CFF from the non-protein fraction.  

There are several methods, which are commonly used for the separation of the protein fraction 

from the non-protein fraction. Ultrafiltration (UF) is one of the methods widely used. Specifically, 

centrifugal filter devices are often used for protein concentration, where the separation is 

accomplished by centrifugation force and by a semi-permeable membrane that retains compounds 

with high molecular mass. The pore size determines molecular-mass cutoff (MWCO) of the 

membrane, which is defined as the molecular mass at which 90 % of typical protein or polypeptide is 

retained by the membrane. This means that compounds with molecular mass above the MWCO of the 

membrane do not pass through the membrane. On the other hand, compounds with lower molecular 

mass pass through the membrane and are easily recovered. Protein precipitation is another method 

extensively used. The addition of organic solvents, like acetonitrile (ACN) or trifluoroacetic acid (TCA) 

cause the precipitation of proteins, leaving the non-protein fraction in solution. 

To obtain a peptide/low molecular mass compounds enriched extract from CFF, the following 

four methods were tested: 

1) Ultrafiltration, using a vertical polymeric membrane with 5 kDa MWCO (Ultrafree 0,5 mL 

membrane, Millipore), giving rise to two fractions: a high molecular mass (> 5 kDa) and a 

low molecular mass (< 5 kDa); 

2) Precipitation of proteins, with 10% (w/v) TCA; 

3) Precipitation of proteins, with 20% (w/v) TCA with 0.14% (v/v) β-mercaptoethanol; 

4) Precipitation of proteins, with cold ACN; 

The selected methods were tested for the recovery/sample loss during the sample preparation 

and also to infer about the matrix effects. The methods were evaluated using spiked blanks 

(processed and unprocessed using above mentioned methods), which were prepared adding a known 

amount of an internal standard into the sample. The internal standard is a compound not present in 

the sample that is very similar, but not identical to the compounds of interest. In our case, it was used 

a synthetic peptide with the following amino acid sequence: KGYGGUSLPEW (monoisotopic mass: 

1191,6 Da; concentration: 0,4 mg/mL). In order to evaluate matrix effects, spiked CFF solutions were 

prepared, processed by the four extraction methods described above, analyzed and compared with 

the results of spiked blanks (standard solution in ultrapure water).  
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In summary, spiked CFF (in duplicate), non-spiked CFF (only CFF) and spiked blanks were 

subjected to all the four sample preparation methods and the intensity of the specific m/z peak 

compared. Together with these samples, also spiked blanks and CFF without any treatments were 

analyzed. 

The tables below show the quantities of CFF, standard solution and precipitation agent applied 

for each method, for spiked (Table 4.1) and non-spiked CFF (Table 4.2): 

Table 4.1 - Quantities of CFF, standard solution and precipitation agent applied for each 
method, in spiked CFF. 

 Ultrafiltration 

Precipitation 

with 10% (w/v) 

TCA 

Precipitation with 

20% (w/v) TCA, 

0.14% (v/v) 

β-mercaptoethanol 

Precipitation 

with ACN 

CFF 400 µL 400 µL 

Standard 

Solution 
100 µL 100 µL 

Precipitation 

agent 
  1000 µL 

 

Table 4.2 - Quantities of CFF and precipitation agent applied for each method, in non-spiked 
CFF. 

 Ultrafiltration 

Precipitation 

with 10% (w/v) 

TCA 

Precipitation with 

20% (w/v) TCA, 

0,14% (v/v) 

β-mercaptoethanol 

Precipitation 

with ACN 

CFF 500 µL 500 µL 

Precipitation 

agent 
  1000 µL 

 

In the ultrafiltration process, the centrifugal filter devices used were always pre-rinsed with 

ultrapure water. Then, the samples were applied onto the filter devices and after centrifugation (for ten 

minutes at 12,000xg and 4°C in a Heraeus Fresco 21 microcentrifuge, Thermo
TM

), the low molecular 

mass fractions were easily recovered. In contrast, the recovery of the high molecular mass fractions 

was not possible, due to the very low sample volume that remained above the membrane. 

In the precipitation processes, selected precipitant agents were added into the samples, 

followed by an intensive stirring (in an Eppendorf Thermomixer
TM

 Comfort) for one hour at 4°C, to 

promote precipitation. Samples were afterwards centrifuged (for ten minutes at 12,000xg and 4°C in a 

Heraeus Fresco 21 microcentrifuge, Thermo
TM

) and the supernatant (the non-protein fraction) was 

recovered, vacuum dried (in a SpeedVac concentrator, Thermo
TM

) and later re-suspended in 0.1% 

(v/v) formic acid to the corresponding initial volume. No visible pellets (the protein fraction) were 

obtained which made the quantitative recovery of the protein fraction almost impossible. 
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4.1.2 Evaluation of the extraction methods by LC-ESI-MS 

 

All the samples, spiked and non-spiked CFF, subjected to the methods above described were 

separated by reversed phase liquid chromatography (LC) and analyzed by electrospray tandem mass 

spectrometry (ESI-MS/MS). Moreover, spiked blanks with or without any treatment and non-spiked 

CFF without any treatment were analyzed, as well. The aim of this assay was to determine the analyte 

(peptide) recovery obtained with the four extraction methods used. Note that for spiked blanks and 

spiked SFF samples two injections of each sample were performed. 

Samples were loaded into a C18 column (XBridge C18, 250x2.1 mm ID; 300 Å) with a guard 

cartridge (SecurityGuard widepore C18; 4 x 2.0 mm ID) for column protection, using a full loop 

injection (5 µL). The chromatographic conditions were: mobile phase A: ultrapure water with 0.1 % 

(v/v) of formic acid, mobile phase B: ACN with 0.1 % (v/v) of formic acid; flow rate: 200 

µL/min delivered by an HPLC pump (MS pump plus, Thermo Finnigan, Surveyor). A linear gradient 

from 10 % (v/v) to 100 % of mobile phase B was applied for 30 min and continued for 5 minutes using 

100 % (v/v) of mobile phase B, for column regeneration. After, the column was washed under initial 

conditions during 10 minutes, allowing column re-equilibration.  

 

The original sample mixture was separated into several chromatographic peaks leaving the 

analytical column at different retention times.  All these peaks were directly analyzed on a Finnigan 

LTQ
TM

 linear ion trap mass spectrometer equipped with an ESI source. The values of the parameters 

used are described in APPENDIX A, Table A 1.  The LC-MS/MS analysis was controlled by Xcalibur 

v2.0 software.  

 

4.1.2.1 Analysis of the non-spiked CFF samples 

 

All the total ion current (TIC) chromatograms acquired are presented in APPENDIX A, Figure 

A 1. The TIC chromatogram of the CFF without any treatment was compared with the TIC 

chromatograms of CFF processed by the four methods. As it can be seen in Figure A1, all the TIC 

chromatograms of the CFF processed are similar to the non-processed CFF, indicating that there 

were not significant sample losses caused by any of the four evaluated methods. Nevertheless, there 

was a peak series between 14-18 min in the TIC chromatogram of the non-processed CFF that it was 

only observed in the TIC chromatogram of CFF precipitated with ACN. However, this was not critical 

for the final method choice, as it is going to be explained afterwards. 
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4.1.2.2 Analysis of the spiked blanks and spiked CFF samples 

 

The evaluation of the four treatments was based on the recovery results of the internal 

standard after the analysis of all the spiked blanks, with and without any treatment. For that, the area 

of the MS/MS peak, corresponding to the fragmentation product of the internal standard (peptide with 

a monoisotopic mass of 1191.6 Da), was calculated using Xcalibur software. 

The areas of the MS/MS peak of the standard peptide at m/z 1191.6 present in the spiked 

blanks with and without any treatment are in APPENDI A, Table A 2 to Table A 5. Precipitation with 10 

% (v/v) TCA was not considered in this evaluation, because it did not show systematically consistent 

results between two injections of the spiked blanks with and without treatment. 

 

Theoretically, the area of the internal standard in spiked blanks without any treatment 

corresponds to a full recovery of the internal standard. In other words, the maximum recovery is 

achieved when the determined area for the processed spiked blanks lies in the same order of 

magnitude as for the unprocessed spiked blanks. This was only accomplished for the ultrafiltration 

method (see APPENDIX A, Table A 2). For the remaining methods, the areas of the MS/MS peaks of 

spiked blanks processed were lower (in general, ten times lower) when comparing with the areas of 

spiked blanks without any treatment. Therefore, the recovery of the internal standard was maximal 

using UF. 

Also, the matrix effects of the CFF sample were evaluated. The area of the MS/MS peak 

corresponding to the fragmentation product of the internal standard analyzed, in processed spiked 

blanks, served as a reference value corresponding to no matrix effects. The area of the MS/MS peak 

of interest in the spiked CFF was calculated by the same algorithm using Xcalibur software (see 

APPENDIX A, Table A 2-Table A 5). Lower or higher values of the latter confirm matrix interference. In 

this case, the obtained recovery could be positive or negative, which means higher or lower than the 

truth recovery, and has to be corrected. As, it can be seen Table A 2, the areas of the MS/MS peak of 

the internal standard for both spiked blanks and CFF, processed by UF, are in the same order of 

magnitude. Hence, no matrix effects were detected in the samples processed by ultrafiltration. 

 

Ultrafiltration was the method of choice to obtain the lower molecular mass fraction (below 5 

kDa) of CFF. UF has the advantage to be a one-step process, so the inherent compound losses are 

reduced. Moreover, with UF it is possible to recover both low and high molecular mass fractions, if a 

centrifugal filter device with higher capacity of sample loading is used. Protein precipitation did not 

obtain the best results for the internal standard recovery, due to probably peptide losses in the 

followed multiple-steps. Additionally, ultrafiltration it is widely used for the separation of molecular 

mass fractions in biological fluids (see an example in [39]). This method was soon verified for the 

recovery of the high molecular mass fraction with 1D electrophoresis (see Section 4.1.3) 
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4.1.3 Evaluation of UF method with 1D electrophoresis 

 

It was also evaluated the protein losses that might occur during the ultrafiltration step. For that, 

it was performed a 1D electrophoresis (1-DE), a comparative analysis of multiple samples, where only 

proteins are detected in the gel, being separated by their molecular masses. This analysis was 

performed with an unprocessed CFF, a low molecular mass fraction and a high molecular mass 

fraction, both obtained posterior to UF. 

The total protein concentration of the three samples was first determined using a standard 

protocol, 2D Quant
 
Kit

TM 
(GE Healthcare, Life Sciences). The standard curve and the concentration of 

protein obtained for each sample are in the APPENDIX A, Figure A 2. 

The total protein of the three samples was precipitated overnight using 10 % (w/v) TCA with 

0.07 % (v/v) of β-mercaptoethanol, at 4°C. Samples were later centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 20 

minutes and the protein pellets were washed with ice cold acetone with 0.07 % (v/v) of β-

mercaptoethanol for three times, for complete removal of the TCA. Acetone was evaporated in a 

vacuum concentrator (SpeedVac concentrator, Thermo) and the three protein pellets, after re-

suspension in 5 % (v/v) of formic acid, were incubated with 1-DE sample buffer (62.5 mM Tris-HCl pH 

6.8; 20 % (v/v) glycerol and traces of bromophenol blue). 

For protein separation, it was used a 7 cm of 12.5 % (w/v) acrylamide gel, in denaturant 

conditions (40 % (v/v) acrylamide, 1.5M Tris-HCl, 10 % (w/v) sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), 10 % 

(w/v) ammonium persulfate, 0.5 % (v/v) tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED)), loaded with 26 µg of 

protein of each sample. Electrophoresis was carried out in running buffer 1x (1:10 of a 250 mM Tris-

HCl, 1.92M glycine and 1 % (w/v) SDS solution; pH=8.3) at 50 V for 30 min and then at 150 V for one 

hour. Proteins were visualized by staining the gel, for 15 min, with Instant Blue
TM

 (Expedeon), a 

Coomassie-based staining solution (sensitivity approximately 5-25 ng of protein detected per band).  

 

Based on visual gel evaluation (APPENDIX A, Figure A 3), one can see that there are no 

proteins detected in the low molecular mass fraction. So, it is confirmed that there are no relevant 

protein losses during the UF separation. Hence, the ultrafiltration method proved to be a suitable 

method to study both low and high molecular mass fractions of the CFF. 
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4.2 Methods to detect compounds present in the low molecular mass 

fraction 

 

Two methods were used to detect and identify possible bioactive peptides or other compounds 

present in the low molecular mass fraction obtained by ultrafiltration. These methods are described 

and discussed in this section. 

 

4.2.1 UF-Micro-flow LC-spotter-MALDI-TOF/TOF MS 

4.2.1.1 Micro-flow LC-spotter system 

 

As a first approach, a micro-flow LC system was installed and a method for the separation of 

peptides/other compounds was implemented. A micro-flow LC was chosen over a conventional LC, 

due to its advantages such as the possibility to use a very low flow rate (μL/min), allowing high 

detection sensitivity, when coupled to mass spectrometry.  A micro-flow LC system (Finnigan™ Micro 

AS Autosampler, Thermo) was connected to an automatic micro-fraction collector (MALDI Spotter, 

SunCollect) for MALDI target spotting. All the setting-up of this system (including the capillaries, 

connections, columns, valves, among other important components of the LC system) was performed 

according to the manual of the manufacturer, with some adjustments (for detailed information, see 

APPENDIX A, Figure A 4 and Figure A 5). 

 This micro-flow LC system consisted of a C18 “PepTrap” pre-column connected to a C18 

micro column, using a two-positional external valve, switching between positions A and B, according 

to the developed program. The analysis always started with the desalination step at position A (Figure 

A 4). During this step, an aqueous mobile phase was used to allow quantitative retention of all the 

peptides (trapping), while the salts and small polar molecules were flushed out of the system. Then, 

the external valve automatically switched to position B (Figure A 5), allowing the peptides to exit the 

“PepTrap” and enter the capillary column, starting the chromatographic separation by increasing the 

mobile phase elution strength (% of ACN). The column effluent was afterwards mixed with a MALDI 

matrix solution, in a ratio of 1:1 (v/v), and directly spotted onto a MALDI plate, via the micro-fraction 

collector. The latter contained a syringe pump (Micro syringe pump pico plus, SunChrom) filled up with 

a specific matrix solution suitable for a MALDI MS/MS analysis of peptides.  

 

 

The micro-flow LC system was firstly tested with a bovine serum albumin (BSA) tryptic digest, 

prior to its application for the analysis of CFF.  Peptides were loaded onto a “PepTrap” column 

(Biobasic C18; 30 x 0,18 mm; 5 µm; Thermo Scientific) via the chromatographic system (injection: 15 

µL), with a flow rate of 8 μL/min with 5 % (v/v) ACN for 8 min. The total volume of 15 µL was injected 

using a qualitative pick-up method in order to avoid any sample losses during the sampling process.  

Separation of peptides was performed on a C18 column (Biobasic C18; 150 x 0.18 mm; 5 µm; Thermo 
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Scientific) using a constant flow rate of 2 µL/min achieved by an in-line splitter. The chromatographic 

conditions were: mobile phase A: ultrapure water, mobile phase B: ACN; initial flow rate (before the 

splitter): 58 µL/min delivered by an MS pump plus (Surveyor Finnigan). During the chromatographic 

separation, a gradient elution was applied ramping from 5 to 95% of mobile phase B within 10 min, 

and continued additional 7 min at 95% of mobile phase B for column regeneration. After, the columns 

were re-equilibrated to the initial conditions during 12 min.  

 

Fractions were collected every 20 seconds onto 384-well stainless steel MALDI targets 

(Applied Biosystems) via the micro-fraction collector. The spotting always started two minutes before 

the elution program began. α-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (Sigma-Aldrich) was used as a matrix at 

a concentration of 5 mg/mL dissolved in 50 % (v/v) ACN with 5 % (v/v) of formic acid. The matrix was 

mixed with the column effluent via a micro-T-piece at a flow rate of 2 μl/min in a ratio of 1:1 (v/v). 

 The plate with 96 spots was subsequently analyzed using MALDI-TOF/TOF MS (4800 model, 

Applied Biosystems), under optimized conditions (see APPENDIX A, Table A 6), for peptide 

identification. Processing and interpretation of the MS spectra was performed with 4000 Series 

Explorer™ Software (Applied Biosystems).  

 

All obtained tandem MS spectra of peptides were subjected together to protein sequence 

database search using MASCOT software (Matrix Science), with the average peptide coverage of 

67% (see APPENDIX A, Figure A 6). According to these results, this method proved to be operational 

and ready to be used for the analysis of CFF. 

 

4.2.1.2 Analysis of CFF with UF-Micro-flow LC-spotter-MALDI-TOF/TOF MS 

  

The low molecular mass fraction of CFF was obtained from a ultrafiltration process (in a 

centrifugal filtration unit Vivaspin 20 mL, 5 kDa MWCO, vertical polyethersulfone membrane, VWR), 

where the centrifugation was carried out for 60 minutes, at 4°C and 5,400xg (in Biofuge 28 RS 

Heraeus Sepatech
TM

 centrifuge).  This fraction was separated by the micro flow-LC-system and 

analyzed in MALDI-TOF/TOF MS under the same conditions as the BSA experiment.   

 

Unfortunately, the resultant MS spectra did not show relevant m/z peaks (see an example in 

APPENDIX A, Figure A 7). To explain this, it is important to mention that CFF possess very high ion 

content. It is very likely that the desalination step was never fully successful when using micro flow-LC 

system, since it was causing pre-column overloading, creating high back-pressure and even 

interfering with the “peptide trapping” process. As a consequence, significant sample losses might 

have occurred and the compounds of interest could have not been retained. Another set of 

experiences were performed later, with reduced and extended time interval on the pre-column and 

with another loading flow rates, but all the results gave similar results. It became very clear that the 

high sample salinity has to be significantly reduced before any sample analysis.  
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To overcome the high ionic strength problem, a new step of desalinization was included in the 

sample preparation protocol, right after the ultrafiltration step. For that purpose, a solid phase 

extraction (SPE) method was applied. SPE is a rapid sample preparation method in which a solid 

stationary phase is typically packed into a syringe barrel and used to selective extract, concentrate 

and purify target analytes, eliminating impurities. SPE relies upon the same retention mechanisms and 

physiochemical interactions that occur between the analyte, the stationary and mobile phase during a 

conventional chromatographic separation. This method was successfully applied to our samples as it 

is described in Section 4.2.2 

 

4.2.2 UF-SPE-MALDI-TOF/TOF MS 

 

SPE offered a higher retention capacity for target compounds when compared to the micro-

flow LC system. Besides that, it also allowed the two handling steps, sample desalination and 

fractionation, where compounds are eluted with an increasing gradient of organic solvent, being the 

corresponding fractions collected.  

 

To verify if there were no additional sample losses caused by the two-step sample 

preparation, which consisted of the ultra-filtration followed by the desalination using SPE, two 

independent samples were processed. CFF and an ultra-filtrated CFF (prepared as described in 

section 4.2.1.2) were loaded onto the SPE cartridges (inserted in a vacuum manifold), treated 

individually in triplicates and compared. Together with this samples, a solution of ultra-filtrated 5 % 

(v/v) formic acid was applied onto the SPE cartridges and processed (in triplicate) in the same way as 

the samples. In Figure 4.1 it is illustrated a scheme of the experience performed with SPE, for CFF 

and ultra-filtrated CFF samples: 

 

 

Figure 4.1 - Scheme of the experience performed with SPE for 
both CFF samples 
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The SPE cartridges (Strata
TM

-X 33 µm, 500 mg/3mL, retention capacity: 25 mg, 

Phenomenex), with a polymeric reversed phase, were firstly conditioned with two different solvents 

before sample loading. Methanol was used to remove trapped air and prepare the chromatographic 

ligands for interaction with the sample and 5 % (v/v) of formic acid was applied, as an equilibration 

solvent. Then, the 2.5 mL of each sample were applied onto each SPE cartridge. A gradual elution 

using 1 mL of eight different solutions (5, 15, 25, 35, 45, 55, 75, 95 % (v/v) of ACN with 5% (v/v) of 

formic acid) was applied to each SPE cartridge, resulting in 8 SPE fractions collected per sample. A 

washing step was performed after the last elution; with 3 mL of 95 % (v/v) ACN with 5 % (v/v) of formic 

acid, and it was collected and analyzed as well. 

After this, the washing portion together with the eight elution fractions of both CFF samples 

were vacuum dried (SpeedVac concentrator, Thermo) and re-suspended in 100 µL of 5 % (v/v) of 

formic acid. Then, each one was mixed (1:1 v/v) with α-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (5 mg/mL in 50 

% (v/v) ACN with 5 % (v/v) of formic acid). The total volume of 0.6 µL of each sample was directly 

applied on a 384-well stainless steel MALDI plate (Applied Biosystems) and the analysis was 

performed in MALDI-TOF/TOF MS (4800 model, Applied Biosystems), under the same conditions as 

previous assayed with micro-flow LC (Section 4.2.1.1).  

 

The MS spectra obtained from these experiences showed significantly higher ion intensity 

(see an example in APPENDIX A, Figure A 8), and a lot more m/z values of precursor ions were found 

in the SPE elution fractions, when compared to the MS spectra obtained after the separation by micro-

flow LC.  

All the m/z values of the precursor ions detected in two out of three replicates of each SPE 

elution fraction, were included in a final list of m/z values present in APPENDIX A, Table A 8 and 

Table A 9. Also, the m/z values of precursor ions found in the washing step were obtained as well and 

are indicated in APPENDIX A, Table A 7.  

Analyzing all the MS spectra, most of the m/z values of precursor ions found in the washing 

step were present in the SPE elution fractions. This means that there were no major compound losses 

when our samples were applied in the SPE cartridge and most of the compounds were eluted along 

the gradient.  

 Comparing the two SPE processes, most of the m/z values (approximately 75 %) detected in 

the low molecular mass fraction of the CFF were also present in the CFF without any treatment. This 

means that there were no significant sample losses caused by the sample treatment, when samples 

were firstly ultra-filtrated and then desalinated and concentrated with SPE cartridges. According to 

this, the developed two-step sample preparation method proved to be a suitable procedure for the 

CFF sample treatment. The micro-flow LC system was thus substituted by the SPE method in the 

sample preparation procedure. 
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5. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

5.1 Materials 

 

5.1.1 Animal trials 

 

Starfish were collected in January 2011 at low tide on the west coast of Portugal (Estoril) and 

transported to “Vasco da Gama” Aquarium (Dafundo, Oeiras) where they were kept in open-circuit 

tanks with re-circulating sea water at 15°C and 33 ‰. They were fed ad libitum with a diet of mussels 

collected weekly at the same site.  

Starfish were visually inspected and only selected for the experiments if no previous signs of 

regeneration were present, such as different sized arms or arms with epidermal or pigmentation 

defects. Starfish were divided in 2 groups, one control and one regenerating group, each composed 

by 6 animals (all of similar sizes, with radius ranging from 10 to 13 cm, measured from the largest arm 

tip to the centre of the oral disc). Regeneration was induced by amputation of 2 arm tips per starfish 

and both control and regenerating groups were kept throughout the course of the experiments in the 

exact same conditions.  

The internal fluid of the starfish, the coelomic fluid, was collected by puncturing the animal 

epidermis at the arm tip with a needle and collecting the fluid by gravity into an ice cold recipient 

containing a protease inhibitor cocktail (4μM cantharidin; 4μM staurosporine and 1 mM sodium 

orthovanadate, Sigma) to prevent endogenous proteolysis. The average total quantity of coelomic fluid 

collected was 15 mL per animal. Starfish coelomic fluid were collected from starfish of control and 

regenerating groups, in a wound-healing phase, 48h post-arm tip ablation (PAA). Low speed 

centrifugation (800xg for ten minutes) was used in order to separate the coelomic fluid in two fractions, 

the coelomocytes (used for another set of experiences) and the cell-free coelomic fluid (CFF). Both 

fractions were stored at -80°C until further use. 
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5.1.2 Chemicals 

 

The chemical compounds used throughout these experimental assays are listed in Table 5.1: 

Table 5.1 - Specifications of the chemical compounds used. 

Compound Linear Formula 
Purity 

(%) 

Molar mass 

(g.mol
-1

) 
Manufacturer 

Acetonitrile (ACN) CH3CN ≥99.9 41.05 Merck-Millipore 

Formic acid HCOOH   98 46.03 Sigma-Aldrich 

Methanol CH3OH ≥99.9 32.04 Merck-Millipore 

α-Cyano-4-

hydroxycinnamic acid 

 HOC6H4CH=C(CN)C

O2H 
97 189.17 Sigma-Aldrich 

 

5.2 Methods 

 

5.2.1 Sample preparation 

 

All the samples (CFF from 12 starfishes, six from the control group and the other six from the 

48h PAA regeneration group) were gradually defrosted before analysis (-80, -20 and 4°C), in order to 

avoid thermal-shock.  

5.2.1.1 Ultrafiltration 

 

 10 mL of each sample was subjected to ultrafiltration using a pre-rinsed (removal of glycerine 

and sodium azide, by rinsing fill volume with deionised water through the concentrator) centrifugal 

filtration unit (20 mL sample loading, 5 kDa MWCO, vertical polyethersulphone membrane, Vivaspin 

20, VWR). Centrifugation was carried out for 60 minutes, at 4°C and 5,400xg (in Biofuge 28 RS 

Heraeus Sepatech
TM

 centrifuge). The high molecular mass fraction (V   5 mL) remained above the 

filter was easily recuperated and kept at -80°C. The low molecular mass fraction (filtrate, V   5 mL) 

was later processed using the developed SPE procedure (described in Chapter 4). Each filtrate from 

each starfish was processed in duplicate in the SPE cartridges (2 x 2.5 mL). 
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5.2.1.2 Solid Phase Extraction 

 Each SPE cartridge (Strata-X 33u polymeric reversed phase, 500 mg/3 mL, retention capacity 

25 mg, Phenomenex) inserted in a vacuum manifold, was always conditioned with two different 

solvents before sample loading. Three mL of methanol was first applied following 3 mL of 5 % (v/v) 

formic acid. Then, 2.5 mL of each filtrate was applied onto each SPE cartridge. A gradual elution using 

1 mL of six different solutions (15, 25, 35, 45, 55 and 75 % (v/v) ACN with 5 % (v/v) of formic acid) 

was performed, collecting each resultant elution fraction. SPE cartridges were later washed with 95 % 

(v/v) of ACN with 5 % (v/v) of formic acid, being regenerated. 

 All the collected SPE fractions were vacuum dried (SpeedVac concentrator, Thermo) and 

subsequently re-suspended in 100 µL of 5 % (v/v) of formic acid. 

 

5.2.2 MALDI-TOF/TOF MS analysis 

 

 Each SPE elution fractions from all the samples were mixed (1:1, v/v) with α-cyano-4-

hydroxycinnamic acid (5 mg/mL in 50 % (v/v) ACN with 5 % (v/v) formic acid). Total amount of 0.6 µL 

of each one was directly applied on a stainless steel MALDI plate (Applied Biosystems), and analyzed 

in MALDI TOF/TOF MS (4800 model, Applied Biosystems). 

 Mass spectra were acquired in positive MS reflector using a Pepmix1 (Applied Biosystems) 

standard to calibrate the instrument. Each reflector MS spectrum was collected in a result-independent 

acquisition mode, typically using 1500 laser shots per spectra in an 800−4000 m/z range. Ten of the 

strongest precursors were selected for MS/MS, with a selection filter, S/Nmin = 20. MS/MS analyses 

were performed using CID assisted with air, with a collision energy of 1 kV and a gas pressure of 1 x 

10
6
 torr. An exclusion list was used in order to ignore MS peaks from human keratin from trypsin 

autoproteolysis. A total of 2500 laser shots were discharged for the acquisition of each MS/MS 

spectrum. Processing and interpretation of the MS spectra was performed with 4000 Series 

Explorer™ Software (Applied Biosystems). 

All the spectra obtained were analyzed and a list of precursor ions of each elution fraction, 

from all the samples, was accomplished.  
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5.2.3 ESI tandem MS analysis 

 

 Re-suspended SPE fractions obtained before were pooled, within the same experimental 

group, for each % of ACN, obtaining sufficient total amount of sample to be further analyzed. A total of 

12 samples, 6 pooled fractions of the control group and 6 pooled fractions of the regeneration group 

were analyzed in a Finnigan LTQ
TM

 linear ion trap mass spectrometer with an ESI source. Before 

analysis, 30 % (v/v) of methanol was added into each pooled fraction (total volume   600 µL) in order 

to facilitate the gas phase ion formation during the electrospray ionization process. 

ESI-tandem MS spectra were acquired for all the SPE elution fractions of both groups. The 

capillary temperature was fixed at 200°C, the spray voltage was set to 5 kV and 3.5 kV for positive and 

negative ion mode acquisition, respectively. Capillary and tube lens voltage were optimized according 

to the dominant m/z value detected in each ion mode. The tune values for positive acquisition mode 

(m/z 1281 for SPE 55-75% fractions and m/z 309 for SPE 15-45% fractions) were 45 V and 36 V, 

respectively for capillary voltage and 10 V for tube lens voltage.  The tune values for negative 

acquisition mode (m/z 1373) were set to -3 and -7 V, for capillary and tube lens voltage, respectively. 

The sample solutions were infused at a flow rate of 5 L/min directly into the mass spectrometer. 

Nitrogen was used as sheath and auxiliary gas with flow rates of 20 and 10 arbitrary units, 

respectively. Mass spectra in full scan acquisition mode were acquired within the mass range of m/z 

100-2000. In case of MS/MS analysis the fragmentation of all the selected precursors was done by 

CID using helium as a collision gas, with a normalized collision energy of 30%, an activation time of 30 

ms and a radio-frequency (activation Q control) of 0.250. All the detected m/z values possessing 

minimum normalized intensity of 10 % were considered as relevant. Before and between each 

analysis an infusion of methanol was performed in order to avoid possible carryover.  ESI-tandem MS 

was controlled by Xcalibur v 2.0 software. 
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6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

The main objective of the experimental work described in this dissertation was to characterize 

the cell-free coelomic fluid (CFF) of the starfish Marthasterias glacialis in a wound-healing phase (first 

phase of its regeneration process), using a mass spectrometry based approach. It was intended to 

understand if compounds such as bioactive peptides or other low molecular mass compounds, from 

starfish CFF collected from control and regenerating animals, could be involved in its regeneration 

process.  

 

6.1 Preliminary experiments 

 

 Preliminary experiments were performed to develop and optimize a suitable analytical method 

in order to further characterize bioactive peptides or other compounds, present in the CFF.  

Additionally, these experiments were used to evaluate sample matrix complexity. Development of 

sample preparation procedure turned out to be a very time-consuming task due to a low concentration 

level of present bioactive compounds and due to high sample salinity.  

From the very beginning, our objective was to obtain a simple sample preparation procedure 

that could provide two independent fractions, a low molecular mass fraction and a high molecular 

mass fraction (for further proteomic analysis).  

 

Ultrafiltration was the only method that met all the requirements and provided the best results: 

no protein losses from high molecular mass fraction and the best recovery of an internal standard 

(using spiked blanks/samples processed by the four methods tested) so it was a suitable method to 

recover the low molecular mass fraction, allowing simple and effective recuperation of both fractions in 

on-step. Another strong advantage was the possibility to process high sample volumes using a device 

with higher sample loading capacity. In this case, it was used a centrifugal filter device with a sample 

loading capacity of 20 mL.  

 

Our first approach to separate and detect possible bioactive peptides or other compounds in 

the coelomic fluid, was to use a micro-flow LC system connected to an automatic-fraction collector for 

MALDI target spotting, via LC-MALDI TOF/TOF MS analysis. However, this approach failed due to the 

low sensibility of the micro-flow LC system. The high sample salinity complicated the desalination 

step, by creating a high back-pressure on the pre-column leading to a risk of sample loss and column 

damage. According to this, the system had to be substituted by one that would provide high efficiency 

and performance. Solid phase extraction (SPE), a sample preparation technique with a high 

desalination and fractionation capacity, was the method of choice. Based on additional SPE 
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experiments, an SPE method substituted the micro-flow LC in the final workflow due do its higher 

desalination performance. 

The micro-flow LC system theoretically provides higher separation/fractionation capacity when 

compared to SPE. However, due to the high salt concentration of our samples, this micro-flow LC 

system could not be used in the analysis of the CFF samples. Although, it would be advantageous to 

use micro-flow LC system after the SPE step to separate a desalinized sample. This would increase 

the total number of separated compounds, decrease the ion suppression effects (during the ionisation 

process) and significantly improve the sensibility and efficiency of the analytical method. Unfortunately 

it was not possible to explore this option within the available time, but it will remain as a relevant 

remark for future work.  

 

6.2 Regeneration study  

 

To study the first phase of starfish regeneration process, the wound-healing phase, coelomic 

fluid samples collected from control and regenerating animals were analyzed by the UF-SPE MS 

methods developed within the preliminary experiences. For that, the compounds present in each 

sample were first characterized. Subsequently, their qualitative differences were evaluated comparing 

the characteristic profiles between the two sample groups, the control and the regenerating group. In 

other words the presence/absence of each compound, characterized by its m/z ratio and its presence 

in a specific SPE fraction, was compared. The objective was to find differences between both samples 

groups and understand if the detected compounds could be involved in the regeneration process of 

the starfish under study. 

6.2.1 Analysis of CFF using UF-SPE-MALDI-TOF/TOF MS approach 

 

 Coelomic fluid of twelve starfishes, six from the control group and the other six from the 

regeneration group, were processed using the UF-SPE method. The low molecular mass fraction 

(below 5 kDa) of the CFF was obtained by ultrafiltration and then it was processed by SPE in order to 

desalinate and fractionate the samples. From SPE, six elution fractions were collected per sample, 

using an increasing order of ACN concentration: 15, 25, 35, 45, 55 and 75 % (v/v) of ACN with 5 % 

(v/v) of formic acid. Samples were first analysed with MALDI-TOF/TOF mass spectrometer.  

Initially, from each biological replicate, a list of m/z values of ion precursors was generated, 

merging all the duplicates into one m/z value, per sample (see APPENDIX BAPPENDIX B, Table B 1 

to Table B 12).  

All the six SPE fractions, from both groups, provided reasonable signal intensity and typically 

over 30 m/z values of precursors ions were detected per biological replicate. However, only some of 

them were considered for our further evaluation. Due to a wide variability among the six biological 

replicates (of each group) a high selection threshold was settled. In the control group, only m/z values 

of ion precursors present in four out of six samples were considered. In the regeneration group, only 
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m/z values of ion precursors present in three out of five samples were considered, since one of the 

biological replicates was eliminated from this study because it was too different from the others, with 

no sufficient data to analyse.  

The final lists of m/z values of precursors ions obtained are presented in Table 6.1 and Table 

6.2, for control and regenerating groups, respectively. 

 

Table 6.1 - List of m/z values of precursor ions obtained from the control 
group, for each SPE fraction. 

SPE fractions (% of ACN in eluent) 

15  25  35  45  55  75  

822,9 839,1 803,4 853,4 839,5 
 

838,9 
 

829,4 914,5 
  

868,2 
 

834,4 950,5 
  

 
 

845,5 964,5 
  

 
 

859,5 1061,6 
  

 
 

926,5 1172,6 
  

  
956,5 1283,7 

  

  
1001,5  

  

  
1037,6  

  

  
1067,6  

  
  

 

Table 6.2 - List of m/z values of precursor ions obtained from the 
regenerating group, for each SPE fraction. The new compounds 
detected are indicated with *.  

SPE fractions (% of ACN in eluent) 

15  25  35  45  55  75  

801,0* 811,1* 803,4 815,5* 839,5 847,4* 

805,1* 839,1 829,4 853,4 914,5* 958,5* 

813,1* 861,0* 845,4 867,5* 950,5* 1025,6* 

822,9 938,5* 858,4* 914,5  1136,6* 

838,9 
 

859,5 950,4  1247,7* 

868,2 
 

872,4* 964,5   

1034,0* 
 

890,5* 1061,5   

1050,0* 
 

899,5* 1075,6*  
 1065,9* 

 
926,5 1172,6 

   
 

940,5* 1283,7 
  

  
956,5  

  

  
969,5*  

  

  
983,3*  

  

  
1001,5  

  

  
1037,6  

  

  
1067,6  
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 Note that those m/z values of precursor ions obtained from the blanks processed (only 5 % 

(v/v) formic acid), that were present in our samples, were eliminated from the list of all acquired m/z 

values of ion precursors. 

 

Analysing the tables above, samples collected from animals in a wound-healing phase 

showed increased number of detected compounds of approximately 50 %, when compared to the 

control samples. In particular, in the regenerating group, for 55 and 75 % SPE fractions, more m/z 

values of precursor ions were found in the starfish under study. This demonstrates the presence of 

significantly higher number of hydrophobic compounds in samples under the first phase of the 

regeneration process. Besides that, it is important to note that all the compounds detected in the 

control group were found in the regenerating group as well. In summary, the regenerating group 

provided higher number of precursors due to the presence of novel compounds (indicated with *), 

which could be possibly involved in the regenerating process of M. glacialis. 

  

After obtaining the final list of m/z values of precursor ions from each fraction of both control 

and regenerating groups, their corresponding fragmentation spectra were carefully analysed.  

 

Compounds detected in 15 and 25 % SPE fractions (of both groups) showed different 

fragmentation patterns when compared to the ones detected in the other four SPE fractions. All the 

m/z values of precursor ions of 15 and 25 % fractions, detected in both groups, showed the 

fragmentation pattern illustrated in Figure 6.1, with the same mass losses between precursor and 

product ions. 

 

 

Figure 6.1 - MS/MS fragmentation pattern of m/z value of precursor ion 838, 97 found in the 15 % SPE 
elution fraction of both groups.  
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In the figure below is given a zoom of the ion fragment m/z 650, showing its isotopic 

distribution. It is a typical distribution of a singly charged organic compound, including peptides, 

containing predominant C, N, H and O atoms in its molecular structure. 

 

 

Figure 6.2 - Zoom of the m/z 650 fragment ion. 

 

Ions Na
+
 (m/z 23) and K

+
 (m/z 39) were always detected in all acquired tandem MS spectra. 

This could indicate a high abundance of molecular ions in the form of sodium or potassium adducts. 

Analyzing Figure 6.1, typically two abundant peaks are detected with characteristic mass 

losses between precursor and product ions of 189 and 44 Da (839-650=189 Da and 839-795=44 Da). 

To explain this, a presence of peptides with labile post-translational modifications (PTMs) was taken 

into account. According to this, the loss of 44 Da can correspond to a peptide carboxylation involving 

asparagine and glutamic acid. However the loss of 189 Da is not attributed to any studied PTMs. To 

prove the presence of any PTM of peptides in the CFF of the starfish, further studies are required.  

Below it is illustrated a fragmentation pattern of one of the precursor ions (m/z 1065.9) only 

found in the 15 % SPE fraction of the regenerating group. As mentioned before, the same 

fragmentation pattern was repeated, with characteristic mass losses between precursor and product 

ions of 189 and 44 Da. 
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Figure 6.3 - MS/MS fragmentation pattern of m/z value of precursor ion 1065,9 found in the 15 % SPE 
fraction of the regenerating group. 

Furthermore, all compounds detected in 35, 45, 55 and 75 % SPE fractions showed a very 

specific fragmentation pattern with common characteristics, as it is going to be described afterwards. 

All the m/z values of precursor ions of the referred fractions, detected in both groups, showed the 

fragmentation pattern illustrated in Figure 6.4. 

 

 

Figure 6.4 - MS/MS fragmentation pattern of m/z value of precursor ion 853,4 found in the 45 % SPE 
fraction of both groups 

  

Observing Figure 6.4, tandem MS spectrum contains two dominant fragment ions located in 

higher mass range (m/z 600-1000) with mass losses between precursor and product ions of 85 and 

137 Da (853-768=85 Da and 853-716=137 Da). In contrast to the MS spectrum of the ion precursors 

of 15 and 25 % SPE fractions, the majority of detected compounds in the remain fractions did not 

fragment easily, since the precursor ions always remained intense in the resulting tandem MS 

spectrum. 

Also, a very particular pattern was repeated in every spectrum: a “polymer-like” series 

between 100-300 m/z were detected. Ions at m/z 179.1, 205.1, 231.1 and 257.1 were always present 

in the spectrum, with the same mass difference between them (26 Da). This pattern was not found in 

the blank samples processed in the same manner as the CFF samples.  In other words, it was not a 

pattern of any contaminant, but specific of unknown compounds present in significant amount in the 

studied coelomic fluid. 
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After an extensive bibliographic research, it was realized that MS/MS spectra containing this  

“polymer-like” series is characteristic for surfactants [40]. This was a break-through information for our 

further work. It is known that starfish produces saponins, which are naturally occurring surface-active 

(surfactants) glycosides [41]. These glycosides are frequently studied compounds in the research of 

chemical constituents and activities of starfish, with considerable clinical interest, since they showed 

several physiological, pharmacological and immunological activities, such as cytotoxic, hemolytic, 

antifungal, antiviral, anti-inflammatory and ichthyotoxic. In particular, sulfated steroidal glycosides 

(asterosaponins) are one of the bioactive secondary metabolites from starfish, including M. glacialis, 

responsible for the toxicity of these marine organisms [12]. 

 

Figure 6.5 - A sulfated steroidal glycoside (asterosaponin) typical structure. 
Adapted from [42]. 

 

Asterosaponins are constituted (see Figure 6.5) by an aglycone with 9,11-didehydro- 3β,6α-

dihydroxy steroidal nucleus; a sulfate group at C(3); and generally a side chain with the 20β-OH and 

23-oxo functions. The oligosaccharide chain, commonly made up of five or six sugar units with β-

oriented structure, and sometimes containing also three or four sugar units, is always glycosidically 

linked at C(6). The sugar units can be xyloses, galactoses, fucoses or quinovoses. Most of the 

structural diversity is confined to the substitution pattern of the side chain [12]. 

  

Four asterosaponins from M. glacialis have been studied to date [12]. Their structures are 

illustrated in Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7: 
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Figure 6.6 - Asterosaponins marthasterosides A1 (M. A1) and A2 (M. A2) structures. 

 

Figure 6.7 - Asterosaponins marthasterosides B 
(M. B) and C (M. C) structures. 

 

Marthasterosides A1 and A2 (M. A1 and M. A2, respectively) differ only in the identity of one 

sugar residue, while marthasterosides B and C (M. B and M. C, respectively) differed only in the 

steroidal side chain. 

  

Since spectra obtained from MALDI-TOF/TOF showed a different fragmentation pattern than 

that usually detected for peptides, the identification of the compounds present in our sample became a 

much more complex and challenging task. Our study broaden its focus from peptides to other 

compounds, like asterosaponins, trying to understand if there were any asterosaponins present in our 

samples and if they were involved in the regeneration process of the starfish. Unfortunately, there is a 

lack of information concerning the fragmentation pattern of asterosaponins in MALDI-TOF/TOF, so we 

cannot ensure that the spectra obtained from MALDI-TOF/TOF are characteristic for asterosaponins. 

However, since asterosaponins are well studied using ESI tandem MS, we decided to analyze our 

samples using this approach. 
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6.2.2 Analysis of CFF using UF-SPE-ESI tandem MS approach 

 

 To further study the compounds present in the CFF, another type of mass spectrometer was 

used. A total of 12 samples, 6 pooled SPE fractions of the control group and 6 pooled SPE fractions of 

the regeneration group (15, 25, 35, 45, 55 and 75 % SPE fractions) were analyzed in a Finnigan 

LTQ
TM

 linear ion trap mass spectrometer with an ESI source, in both positive and negative ion 

acquisition mode. The sample solutions were directly infused into the mass spectrometer and the 

tandem MS spectra obtained were studied. 

 According to the results obtained from full MS scan, 15, 25, 35 and 45 % SPE fractions 

showed very low signal intensity in both positive and negative mode and were not further analyzed 

using tandem MS (See APPENDIX B, Figure B 1 and Figure B 2 ). Only two fractions, 55 and 75 % 

SPE fractions, gave reasonable results, in both ion modes, for control and regenerating groups. 

However, more sensitive detection (increased S/N ratio and higher number of detected m/z values) 

was obtained in negative mode, specifically for the regenerating samples. All MS spectra obtained in 

positive and negative ion mode for 55 and 75 % fractions of both sample groups, are illustrated in the 

figures below (Figure 6.8 to Figure 6.10). 

 

 

Figure 6.8 - MS spectra of 55 (above) and 75 % (below) fractions, in negative mode, for control samples. 
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Figure 6.9 - MS spectra of 55 % fraction, in positive mode, for control samples. 

 

 

Figure 6.10 - MS spectra of 55 (above) and 75 % (below) fractions, in negative mode, for regeneration 
samples. 
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Figure 6.11 - Zoom of precursor ion m/z 1373.6 in the full MS spectra of 75 % 
fraction of the regenerating samples, in negative mode 

 

Based on the isotopic distribution information, all of the detected ions are singly charged (see 

an example in Figure 6.11). In accordance with MALDI results, no characteristic peptide MS spectra 

were obtained, since it was not observed higher charge states or multiple-charging in full scan MS 

spectra. 

In summary, all the m/z values found in 55 and 75 % fractions of CFF from control and 

regeneration group, detected in both ion modes, are listed in Table 6.3: 

Table 6.3 - List of m/z values found in 55 and 75 % fractions for control and 
regeneration groups detected in both ion modes. The new compounds 
detected are indicated with *. 

Sample groups 

Control group Regeneration group 

m/z 

SPE 

Fraction 

 (% of ACN) 

Ion 

mode 
m/z 

SPE 

fraction  

(% of ACN) 

Ion 

mode 

1227,5 75 - 1159,5* 55 - 

1243,5 55 - 1227,5 55 - 

1259,6 55 - 1243,5 55 - 

1267,5* 55 + 1259,6 55 - 

1281,5* 55 + 1317,5* 55 - 

1373,6 55 - 1373,6 75 - 

1389,6 75 - 1389,6 75 - 

1397,3* 55 + 1431,6* 75 - 

1405,5* 55 -    

1413,5* 55 +    
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In contrast with the MALDI results, those obtained with ESI-MS for control and regenerating 

groups, did not show major difference between them. Also, with ESI, fewer compounds were found in 

both sample groups, which can be explained by the lower sensitivity of ESI when compared to MALDI.  

Full scan MS spectra showed ten m/z values in control group, whereas in the regeneration group eight 

m/z values were observed. According to the results obtained, five m/z values of precursor ions (with a 

relative abundance of ≥40 %) were found in both samples. 

 In control group, five new compounds (indicated with *) were found showing the same isotopic 

distribution, as the compounds found in both samples. The same was verified for three compounds 

only found in the regeneration group.  

 

Since only the intensity of the five compounds found in both sample groups was high enough 

to perform MS
n
 experiments, we decided to study in more detail only these compounds. Full scan MS 

spectra in both ion modes, showed some characteristic peak series with two or more peaks located in 

a higher mass range (m/z 1000-1400) increasing their value of the same mass difference, typically 14 

or 16 Da. This full MS pattern obtained for control and regenerating samples, is consistent with the 

ones found in the literature for asterosaponins. The mass difference of 14 Da can be attributed to the 

presence of a methoxy group in one of their sugar residues. This structural feature is very common in 

asterosaponins isolated from starfishes [42]. 

 

 To confirm that in fact the compounds present in the CFF were asterosaponins, MS
2 

and MS
3
 

were performed to the five ion precursors detected in both samples. For some of them, MS
4
 was 

obtained as well. Based on each fragmentation spectra obtained, the molecular structures of the 

compounds can be estimated by the identification of the mass losses between the successive 

fragmentation peaks. All of these mass losses were registered and after an extensive bibliographic 

research they were later identified. As expected, all of the mass losses detected were characteristic 

for asterosaponins, as it is going to be explained below. 

 

All precursor ions studied (m/z values of 1227.5, 1243.5, 1259.6, 1373.6 and 1389.6) showed 

similar fragmentation patterns in their tandem MS spectra. The fragmentation patterns obtained for 

MS
2
 and MS

3
 are going to be described in detail for one of the precursor ions studied, m/z 1389.6.  
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The MS
2
 spectrum of precursor ion m/z 1389.6 is illustrated in Figure 6.12: 

 

Figure 6.12 - MS
2
 spectrum of precursor ion m/z 1389.6, found in 75 % fraction of both samples. 

 

As it can be seen in Figure 6.12, a loss of 100 Da [M- 100]
-
 between precursor ion m/z 1389.6 

and fragment product m/z 1289.6 was detected. According to the literature [42], this corresponds to 

the loss of a C6H12O molecule arising from C(20)-C(22) (see Figure 6.5) bond cleavage and 1H 

transfer (retro aldol cleavage), characteristic for asterosaponins containing an aglycone with a 20- 

hydroxy-23-oxo side chain. Moreover, a loss of 18 Da was observed between m/z 1289.6 and m/z 

1271.7 fragmentation ions. This loss may correspond to a loss of H20, also described for 

asterosaponins in the literature [43]. 

 

Subsequently, MS
3
 spectrum of precursor ion m/z 1389 (obtained posteriorly to MS

2
 of m/z 

1289) was acquired and it is illustrated in Figure 6.13: 
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Figure 6.13 - MS
3
 spectrum of precursor ion m/z 1389.6 found in 75 % fraction of both samples. 

 

Observing the spectrum above, it was possible to detect ions arising from the cleavages of the 

glycosidic bonds from the terminal sugar moieties of the oligosaccharide chain of asterosaponins. In 

particular, a loss of 146 Da [M- 146]
-
 between fragment ion m/z 1289 (from MS

2
) and fragment ion m/z 

1143 was observed. This indicates a loss of a terminal deoxyhexose residue (attributable to isomeric 

fucose or quinovose). The same 146 Da loss [M-146-146]
-
 was verified for fragment ions m/z 1143 

and m/z 997. Also, a loss of 162 Da [M -146-146-162]
-
 between m/z 997 and m/z 835, which is 

consistent with a loss of one unit of galactose; and another loss of 146 Da [M -146-146-162-146]
-
 

between m/z 835 and m/z 689, was detected [42]. All of these mass losses are in accordance with the 

molecular structure of asterosaponins, since the referred ose residues are part of their structure. 

 As previously stated, similar fragmentation patterns in the spectra were shown for the others 

m/z values of precursor ions found in control and regeneration samples (see APPENDIX B, Figure B 3 

to Figure B 6), in negative mode. For these m/z values, the typical asterosaponins losses of 100, 146, 

162 and 18 Da were detected as well and are summarized in Table 6.4, for each precursor ion: 
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Table 6.4 - Typical asterosaponins mass losses detected for m/z values of 1227.5, 1243.5, 1259.6 and 
1373.6. 

m/z 
Typical mass losses detected in MS

n
 experiments 

MS
2
 MS

3
 MS

4
 

1227.5 [M-100]
-
 

[M-100-146]
-
 

[M-100-146-146]
-
 

[M-100-146-146]
-
 

[M-100-146-146-146]
-
 

1243.5 
[M-100]

-
 

[M-100-146]
-
 

[M-100-18]
- 

[M-100-146]
- 

[M-100-146-162]
-
 

- 

1259.6 [M-100]
-
 

[M-100-18]
-
 

[M-100-18-146]
-
 

[M-100-18-146]
- 

[M-100-18-146-146]
-
 

1373.6 [M-100]
-
 

[M-100-146]
-
 

[M-100-146-146]
- 

[M-100-146-146]
-
 

[M-100-146-146-146]
-
 

 

Given the results obtained, we concluded that asterosaponins were likely present in our 

samples. To confirm this, it was imperative to infer if the m/z values found in both control and 

regenerating samples corresponded to any studied asterosaponins. According to the literature 

available, reported asterosaponins are detected in ESI-MS in the form of [M-Na]
-
 ions, in negative 

mode; and in [M+Na]
+
 ions, in positive mode [42] [44]. 

As previously mentioned, four asterosaponins were found in M. glacialis to date. In the CFF 

processed, asterosaponin marthasterosides A1 (molecular formula: C62H101NaO32S;  1412 Da [45]) 

was probably found, since it was observed a m/z value of 1389 ([M-Na]
-
) in ion negative mode. 

Moreover, the losses of 3 units of 146 Da (fucose or quinovose) and one unit of 162 Da (galactose) 

are consistent with the molecular structure of this asterosaponin (see Figure 6.6).  

Additionally, m/z 1243.5 and m/z 1373.6, found in our samples, are reported asterosaponins 

from starfish, both in the form of [M-Na]
-
 ions. The first one corresponds to thornasteroside A 

(molecular formula: C56H91NaO28S), from Heliaster heliantus, and the second is hippasteroside A 

(molecular formula C62H101NaO31S), from Hippasteria kurilensis [42] [46]. These asterosaponins were 

also studied in ESI-MS and their fragment mass losses detected (see Table 6.4) in the spectra 

obtained from our samples were consistent with the loss of the ose residues present in these 

compounds. Hence it is possible that these asterosaponins are also present in M. glacialis.  

Since more typical mass losses of asterosaponins were found in the tandem MS spectra of 

other two studied compounds (m/z 1227.5 and m/z 1259.6) it is possible that these correspond to 

some novel asterosaponins that have never been described for M. glacialis before. 

Based on all the above mentioned results it can be concluded that a significant presence of 

asterosaponins was detected in the low molecular mass fraction of CFF of both sample groups, 

control and regenerating (in a wound-healing phase) groups. These compounds seem to be promising 

signaling molecules to study starfish regeneration process events. To date, there are no studies 

proving that asterosaponins are involved in the regeneration process of the starfish. So far, studies 

performed with asterosaponins from starfish indicated that they possess several bioactive properties 
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such as: cytotoxic to tumor cells and viruses; hemolytic activity toward erythrocytes of various origins; 

and anti-inflammatory and antifungal activities [47]. Moreover, cytotoxic asterosaponins from the 

starfish Culcita novaeguineae were reported to promote polymerization of tubulin [44]. Agents that 

promote tubulin polymerization exhibit anticancer activity by disrupting normal mitotic spindle 

assembly and cell division as well as inducing apoptosis (programmed cell death) [48]. So, this may 

suggest that asterosaponins disrupt cell division and induce apoptosis, which is essential in the 

wound-healing process. Wound-healing involves a series of rapid increase in specific cell populations 

that prepare the wound for repair. As so, these specific cell types must be eliminated from the wound 

prior to the progression to the next phase of healing, which can be accomplished through apoptosis, 

that allows the elimination of entire populations without tissue damage [49]. Hence, asterosaponins 

may be involved in this cellular down-regulation. 

 

Also, there is another important aspect to point out. All the asterosaponins reported in the 

literature were obtained by dissecting the arms of the starfishes followed by its extraction using 

methanol or ethanol (see an example in [45]). The investigation conducted in these experiences with 

M. glacialis showed that the asterosaponins can be found in the coelomic fluid as well. 
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7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES 

 

The main objective of this experimental work was the characterization of the cell-free coelomic 

fluid (CFF) of starfish Marthasterias glacialis in the first phase of the regeneration process, a wound-

healing phase. It was intended to study what compounds (bioactive peptides or other compounds) 

present in CFF, could be involved in the regeneration process of the starfish. 

At first, a method to obtain a low molecular mass fraction from the CFF was optimized. Control 

and regeneration samples were first ultra-filtrated to obtain a low molecular mass fraction (below 5 

kDa) and then desalinated in solid phase extraction (SPE) cartridges. Fractions obtained in SPE (in an 

increasing order of acetonitrile) were later analyzed using two mass spectrometers, specifically, in 

MALDI-TOF/TOF and ESI-MS. 

None of the spectra obtained after MALDI-TOF/TOF MS and ESI-MS analysis provided a 

peptide-characteristic fragmentation pattern. It does not necessarily mean that were no peptides 

present in our CFF samples; they might be difficult to detect due to several reasons: very low 

concentration levels (below the detection limit of the developed method) in both groups, control and 

first phase of the regeneration process; interferences with other compounds, present in processed 

CFF, resulting in ion suppression effects lowering ionization efficiency of target compounds. Advanced 

method development could bring significant detection limit improvements. In particular, further 

chromatographic micro-flow (micro LC) separation of each desalinized SPE fractions could be a 

possible solution. This would increase the total number of separated compounds, decrease the ion 

suppression effects (during the ionization process) and significantly improve the sensibility of the 

analytical method.  

 

However, spectra obtained from MALDI-TOF/TOF suggested a possible presence of peptides 

with labile post-translational modifications.  Within the available time, we decided not to explore the 

possibility of specific peptide modifications, but it remains as a relevant remark for future work. Our 

study was then focused in the more abundant compounds found in the CFF of the starfish under 

study. 

 

According to MALDI-TOF/TOF MS results, CFF samples showed significant differences 

between control samples and samples under the first phase of the regeneration process. Samples 

collected from regenerating phase demonstrated double amount of detected m/z values of precursor 

ions, when compared to the control conditions. Moreover, a specific “polymer-like” fragmentation 

pattern common for all these spectra was analyzed. Based on this fragmentation pattern together with 

a bibliographic research, asterosaponins turned out to be the relevant compounds in the studied 

biological fluid. However, their presence in the coelomic fluid samples was not confirmed using 

MALDI-TOF/TOF MS due to lack of information in the literature concerning the MS/MS spectra and 
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m/z values characteristic for asterosaponins. Fortunately, these compounds are well-studied in ESI-

MS so we decided to use this approach instead. 

 Results from the ESI-MS approach, were significantly reduced and the majority of the 

compounds were only detected in negative mode. In fact, ESI-MS provided selective information on a 

small group of compounds, possibly due to a lower ionization efficiency of ESI source compared to 

MALDI. No significant difference in control and regeneration samples were observed using ESI-MS. 

  

 ESI tandem MS approach used for structural characterization of the detected compounds, 

confirmed significant structural similarities with asterosaponins. Three characteristic mass losses were 

observed in tandem MS spectra of some detected ions. These mass losses indicated the presence of 

the following molecules in their structure: C6H12O molecule with a 20-hidroxy-23-oxo side chain; 

isomeric quinovose/fucose sugar units; and a galactose unit. These chemical groups are present in 

the asterosaponins structure.  

  

 Several molecular ions with “asterosaponin-like” MS/MS fragmentation pattern and m/z values 

matching with intact molecular masses of known asteroaponins were detected in the processed CFF. 

Asterosaponin marthasterosides A1 ( 1412 Da) was probably found, since it was observed a m/z 

value of 1389 ([M-Na]
-
) in ion negative mode, and the mass losses found in MS

n
 spectra were 

consistent with the structure of this asterosaponin.  Moreover, some detected m/z values correspond 

to known m/z values of asterosaponins: m/z 1243 and m/z 1373 (found in both samples) are reported 

asterosaponins. The first one corresponds to thornasteroside A (Heliaster heliantus) and the second is 

hippasteroside A (Hippasteria kurilensis). Other molecular ions with “asterosaponin-like” fragmentation 

patterns were detected without matching to any relevant molecular mass described in the 

bibliography. This suggests that, besides the known asterosaponins found, there are also some novel 

asterosaponins present in studied CFF, that have never been described for M. glacialis before or other 

Asteroidea species. 

 

 In this study, a wide variability among the six biological replicates was observed. In order to 

increase reproducibility of obtained results it is suggested to increase the number of biological 

replicates. Another possibility to increase homogeneity, is a regeneration study based only in one 

group of model animals: the coelomic fluid would be collected before and after an arm-tip ablation, in 

the same starfish, along the time. However, the collected coelomic fluid has to be reduced to minimum 

in order to avoid additional stress to the starfish. 

 

The major spectra obtained from all the experiences conducted with the low molecular mass 

fraction of cell-free coelomic fluid of control and regeneration samples (in a wound-healing phase), 

indicated a significant presence of asterosaponins. According to the presented results, supported by 

the number of bibliographic information related to asterosaponins and its associated physiological, 

pharmacological and immunological activities, these compounds seem to be promising signaling 

molecules to study the starfish regeneration process. To confirm this, it is imperative to continue the 
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study and analysis of samples from later regeneration phases: for example, the wound-healing phase 

at 13 days post-arm tip ablation and tissue re-growth at 10 weeks post-arm tip ablation. Also, it would 

be valuable to study the role of the asterosaponins in an earlier phase of the wound-healing process. 

Specifically, in a few hours after post-arm tip ablation of the starfish, since it is known that 

asterosaponins possess anti-inflammatory activity and these compounds may be involved in 

apoptosis, which are essential features for the wound-healing process.  

ESI-tandem MS analysis seems to be more suitable to study the asterosaponins, since it 

allows structural elucidation using MS
n
. However, the information obtained using this approach is 

incomplete, since we only have data about the ose groups and the aglycone chain. For a complete 

characterization and identification of these asterosaponins further nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 

spectroscopy is required. 
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APPENDIX A – PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS 

 

1. Evaluation of the extraction methods by LC-ESI-MS 

 

Table A 1 – Values of the parameters used in LTQ linear ion trap 
mass spectrometer equipped with as ESI source for MS and tandem 
MS analysis. Fragmentation of m/z 1191 was done by CID using 
helium as a collision gas. 

2.  Parameters Values 

M
S

 a
n

a
ly

s
is

 

 m/z range in full scan mode 150-2000 

Capillary temperature 350°C 

Spray voltage 
(positive ion mode acquisition) 

5 kV  
 

Capillary voltage 
(optimized according to the 
dominant m/z value: 1191) 

35 V 
 

Tube lens voltage 
(optimized according to the 
dominant m/z value: 1191) 

190 V  
 

Sheath gas (nitrogen)  
flow rate 

20 arbitrary units 

Auxiliary gas (nitrogen)  
flow rate 

10 arbitrary units 

T
a
n

d
e
m

 M
S

 

a
n

a
ly

s
is

  

Normalized  
collision energy 

30 % 

Activation time 30 ms 

Radio-frequency  
(activation Q control) 

0.250 
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Figure A 1 - TIC chromatograms of CFF without any treatment (1) and CFF processed by the four 
extraction methods: precipitation with ACN (2), ultrafiltration (3), precipitations with TCA 10 % (v/v) (4) 
and TCA 20 % (v/v) with 0,14 % (v/v) of β-mercaptoethanol (5). 
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Table A 2 - Areas of the fragment peak of the standard peptide at m/z 1191.6 calculated for: spiked 
blanks without any treatment; spiked blanks and two independent spiked samples processed by 
ultrafiltration. Two injections were performed per sample. 

Injection 

Spiked blank 

without 

treatment 

Spiked blank  

processed by 

UF  

Spiked CFF 

processed by 

UF (1) 

Spiked CFF 

processed by 

UF (2) 

1 10463244 12537818 10551945 9897363* 

2 10403920 13538766 10719492 10245841 

Average 10433582 13038292 10635719 10245841 

*Value not considered. This value is dissimilar from the other three ones corresponding to the areas calculated for 
spiked CFF processed by UF. 

Table A 3 - Areas of the peaks of the standard peptide calculated for: spiked blanks without any 
treatment; spiked blanks and two independent spiked samples precipitated with ACN. Note that for 
each sample, two injections were performed 

Injection 

Spiked blank 

(without 

treatment) 

Spiked blank 

precipitated 

with ACN 

Spiked CFF 

precipitated 

with ACN (1) 

Spiked CFF 

precipitated 

with ACN (2) 

1 12680800 2464434 1747699 647628 

2 11450304 2458847 1780975 685713 

Average 12065552 2461641 1764337 666670 

 

Table A 4 - Areas of the peaks of the standard peptide calculated for: spiked blanks without any 
treatment; spiked blanks and two independent spiked samples precipitated with 10 % (v/v) TCA. 
Note that for each sample, two injections were performed 

Injection 

Spiked blank 

(without 

treatment) 

Spiked blank 

precipitated 

with TCA 10% 

(v/v) 

Spiked CFF 

precipitated 

with TCA 10% 

(v/v) (1) 

Spiked CFF 

precipitated 

with TCA 10% 

(2) 

1 8523632 7357651 5246388 3350159 

2 1150775 6574577 4737471 3171988 

Average 4837204 6966114 4991930 3261074 

 

Table A 5 - Areas of the peaks of the standard peptide calculated for: spiked blanks without any 
treatment; spiked blanks and two independent spiked samples precipitated with 20 % (v/v) TCA with 
0,14 % (v/v) of β-mercaptoethanol (v/v). Note that for each sample, two injections were performed 

Injection 

Spiked blank 

(without 

treatment) 

Spiked blank 

precipitated 

with TCA 20% 

(v/v) 

Spiked CFF 

precipitated 

with TCA 20% 

(v/v) (1) 

Spiked CFF 

precipitated 

with TCA 20% 

(2) 

1 11893526 4887213 3371178 1541269 

2 10995501 4128544 3026870 1456637 

Average 11444514 4507879 3199024 1498953 
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3. Evaluation of UF method with 1D electrophoresis 

 

 

Figure A 2 - Standard curve obtained from 2D Quant Kit
TM

. Protein concentration of three 
samples was calculated using the equation obtained from the standard curve: high 
molecular mass fraction of CFF, 46.5 µg/µL; low molecular mass fraction of CFF, 36 µg/µL; 
CFF, 47.9 µg/µL. 

 

 

Figure A 3 - Gel image of 1 DE obtained. Legend: 
1) CF; 2) low molecular mass fraction; 3) high 
molecular mass fraction; 4) mass marker 
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4. UF-Micro LC-spotter-MALDI-TOF/TOF MS system 

 

Figure A 4 - Pre-column loading. Scheme of the LC-spotter installed, with the external valve in position A. In each split, only cappilaries drawn in red are closed.  
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Figure A 5 – Chromatographic separation of the peptide extract and elution into the MALDI spotter. Scheme of the LC-spotter installed, with an external valve in 
position B. In each split, only cappilaries drawn in red are closed. 
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Figure A 6 - MASCOT results for BSA tested in microLC-spotter-MALDI, showing a sequence coverage of 
67 %. 

 

Table A 6 – Values of the parameters used in MALDI-TOF/TOF MS 
analysis. Mass spectra were acquired in positive MS reflector 
using a Pepmix1 (Applied Biosystems) standard to calibrate the 
instrument. 

 Parameter Value 

M
S

 

a
n

a
ly

s
is

 Mass range m/z 800-4000 

Number of laser shots 

per spectra 
750 

M
S

2
 a

n
a
ly

s
is

 

(u
s
in

g
 C

ID
 a

s
s
is

te
d

 

w
it

h
 a

ir
) 

Number of precursors 

selected for MS
2
 analysis 

10 

S/Nmin 20 

Collision energy 1 kV 

Gas pressure 1 x 10
6
 torr 

Number of laser shots 

per MS
2
 spectrum 

1400 
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Figure A 7 - Example of the MALDI-TOF/TOF spectrum obtained from one of the 96 fractions collected by 
microLC-spotter. 

 

5. UF-SPE-MALDI-TOF/TOF MS 

 

Figure A 8 – Spectrum of m/z 1019.5 precursor ion found in 15% SPE elution fraction of both samples. 

 

Table A 7  m/z values of 
precursor ions detected in 
the washing step. 

m/z values 

803,2 

812,2 

831,2 

905,6 
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Table A 8 - m/z values of precursor ions detected for CFF 
processed by SPE 

SPE fractions (% ACN in eluent) 

5  15  25  35  45  55  75  95  

803,2 1011,4 815,5 853,5 
    

812,2 1019,5 839,5 867,5 
    

845,1 
 

914,5 950,6 
    

861,0 
 

926,5 964,6 
    

905,6 
 

1000,6 1061,6 
    

  
1011,4 1172,7 

    

  
1025,6 1247,7 

    

  
1037,5 1283,8 

    

  
1136,7 

     

  
1152,5 

     
 

Table A 9 - m/z values of precursor ions detected for ultra-
filtrated CFF processed by SPE. 

SPE fractions (% ACN in eluent) 

5  15  25  35  45  55  75  95  

812,2 861,0 803,2 914,5 
  

877,0 
 

845,1 1019,5 815,5 950,6 
    

856,4 
 

845,5 1061,6 
    

868,2 
 

889,5 1067,6 
    

905,6 
 

896,5 1136,7 
    

  
926,5 

     

  
956,6 

     

  
1000,6 

     

  
1011,4 

     

  
1025,6 
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APPENDIX B – REGENERATION STUDY

 
Table B 1 - List of m/z values of precursor 
ions found in control sample (1), in each 
SPE fraction 

SPE fraction (% ACN in eluent) 

15  25  35  45  55  75  

800,99 805,10 801,32 803,40 803,39 803,41 

805,11 807,12 803,39 820,43 805,14 808,36 

811,09 811,28 804,31 832,34 812,15 847,42 

813,09 813,07 806,33 839,41 820,40 859,41 

822,96 822,95 815,41 853,41 825,00 860,96 

831,08 831,08 819,34 876,92 839,39 875,41 

838,93 838,93 822,39 889,44 844,99 876,93 

849,92 839,33 828,32 914,46 847,41 889,40 

854,90 844,99 829,41 931,49 860,96 892,90 

868,10 849,92 834,39 944,43 867,42 903,41 

872,89 854,90 839,40 950,47 876,93 914,45 

891,11 855,37 845,42 952,40 889,42 944,42 

909,11 860,96 855,39 964,47 905,42 958,48 

935,09 865,90 859,42 975,39 914,45 1000,46 

953,12 868,10 876,93 978,48 931,45 1014,48 

1011,95 877,39 877,36 1000,47 944,42 1025,52 

1033,95 883,35 889,40 1025,52 950,45 1069,54 

1049,92 891,10 889,43 1042,50 958,48 1111,52 

1065,89 906,36 890,44 1061,52 959,43 1180,59 

  920,31 914,46 1080,54 975,42 1222,58 

  927,37 923,45 1136,58 1025,52 1291,66 

  945,44 926,46 1153,58 1039,38 1333,64 

  959,47 939,38 1172,58 1061,51 1358,68 

  971,40 944,40 1178,59 1069,53 1402,71 

  1049,92 956,48 1240,45 1080,53 1555,75 

  1065,89 959,40 1247,64 1111,54   

  1285,48 976,32 1252,61 1136,57   

   992,41 1264,62 1172,56   

   1001,52 1264,67 1180,59   

   1039,37 1334,49 1240,46   

   1086,49 1358,69 1247,62   

   1180,51 1363,54 1358,69   

   1198,55 1375,68 1363,55   

   1283,57 1580,80    

   1363,54     

    1384,61       

 

 

 
Table B 2 - List of m/z values of precursor 
ions found in control sample (2), in each 
SPE fraction 

SPE fraction (% ACN in eluent) 

15  25  35  45  55  75  

801,02 806,00 800,38 803,42 839,43   

805,15 822,99 803,41 839,43 853,44   

805,98 838,99 804,39 853,44 867,45   

822,99 849,97 815,44 867,45 914,48   

838,98 855,93 828,41 896,48 950,50   

845,00 865,94 829,43 897,47 1025,56   

849,95 905,58 834,42 914,48 1061,55   

849,96 938,44 839,43 926,49 1136,62   

854,95 1018,66 845,45 940,50 1172,61   

865,93 1049,97 858,42 950,50    

868,15 1065,95 870,43 964,50    

870,92 1193,58 871,43 1007,54    

1034,02 1267,48 872,44 1025,54    

1049,97 1283,46 886,44 1061,56    

1065,94 1483,65 888,44 1075,56    

1065,96 1573,61 899,46 1118,60    

  1605,59 902,45 1136,61    

  1794,62 904,45 1172,62    

   912,45 1178,62    

   913,45 1247,67    

   926,49 1283,68    

   933,47     

   940,48     

   945,48     

   956,51     

   969,49     

   970,51     

   974,49     

   999,51     

   1001,53     

   1024,53     

   1025,54     

   1037,55     

   1067,55     

   1081,56     

   1136,59     

    1178,61       
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Table B 3 - List of m/z values of precursor 
ions found in control sample (3), in each 
SPE fraction. 

SPE fraction (% ACN in eluent) 

15  25  35  45  55  75  

855,01 803,46 803,46   861,03 

861,04 804,45 815,47   877,00 

905,64 815,48 839,47   1315,68 

998,51 829,49 845,49   1359,75 

1019,52 845,49 889,50    

1046,50 859,49 896,49    

1266,61 863,50 897,52    

1493,82 889,50 914,53    

1521,82 896,49 926,55    

1579,71 897,52 950,55    

1607,70 905,50 956,55    

1629,76 913,51 1000,57    

1661,75 915,53 1001,60    

1678,75 926,55 1025,62    

2134,95 956,65 1061,62    

2236,05 1000,57 1067,63    

 1001,60 1136,68    

 1011,44 1172,69    

 1025,60 1178,69    

 1111,64 1247,74    

 1112,67 1283,76    

 1223,74 1358,82    

 1333,79     

  1445,86         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table B 4 - List of m/z values of precursor 
ions found in control sample (4), in each 
SPE fraction 

SPE fraction (% ACN in eluent) 

15  25  35  45  55  75  

805,18 839,02 800,40 839,47 950,52   

811,17 845,04 801,43 853,47    

823,02 938,49 805,42 897,51    

836,19 952,50 815,46 914,51    

839,00 1780,94 822,41 950,53    

850,00  827,40 964,54    

868,18  829,47 978,55    

891,19  845,46 1007,58    

909,20  858,44 1026,59    

935,20  859,47 1061,60    

1050,01  872,46 1075,59    

1065,98  882,46 1136,64    

   887,46 1172,66    

   888,48 1186,65    

   897,49 1230,70    

   899,49 1283,72    

   913,47 1360,78    

   914,51 1394,78    

   926,52     

   940,51     

   945,51     

   956,53     

   970,53     

   1000,54     

   1001,57     

   1025,56     

   1027,57     

   1037,57     

   1067,58     

   1081,60     

   1113,62     

   1138,65     

   1180,66     

    1334,77       
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Table B 5 - List of m/z values of precursor 
ions found in control sample (5), in each 
SPE fraction 

SPE fraction (% ACN in eluent) 

15  25  35  45  55  75  

801,04 800,20 800,41 803,48 803,45 803,44 

805,17 810,56 805,42 815,48 817,41 847,47 

814,52 824,19 815,45 839,45 839,45 891,49 

823,02 830,17 829,45 845,49 853,46 914,51 

839,00 839,05 834,45 853,45 859,46 1000,55 

845,06 845,06 839,45 858,49 869,48 1025,59 

861,02 856,43 845,47 867,51 914,51 1069,60 

868,18 861,04 859,47 896,54 950,53 1113,62 

891,19 881,18 890,49 914,55 964,53 1136,65 

905,63 899,22 899,49 926,55 981,55 1247,73 

923,63 905,62 901,48 950,52 1007,56 1299,57 

935,19 917,23 905,48 964,56 1025,59 1317,60 

1018,71 923,65 914,50 978,58 1061,59 1359,80 

1034,05 1018,72 915,50 1025,62 1075,59 1419,51 

  1046,51 926,52 1061,63 1089,62 1469,84 

   940,52 1075,63 1136,66   

   956,53 1136,69 1172,67   

   969,53 1172,70 1247,72   

   970,54 1247,72 1358,79   

   983,50 1283,77 1469,86   

   1001,57     

   1026,59     

   1037,60     

   1067,60     

   1178,66     

    1259,69       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table B 6 - List of m/z values of precursor 
ions found in control sample (6), in each 
SPE fraction. 

SPE fraction (% ACN in eluent) 

15  25  35  45  55  75  

800,17 800,33 800,40 803,41 839,43 803,42 

812,18 804,35 803,44 815,44 914,52 839,44 

823,10 809,34 815,44 839,45  847,47 

834,20 814,33 820,43 853,46  890,50 

839,02 824,34 829,44 867,48  905,55 

845,04 837,35 830,44 899,48  914,52 

861,01 845,05 834,43 914,49  950,51 

868,20 849,37 839,44 950,53  958,55 

876,99 861,01 845,45 956,53  1025,60 

905,61 864,38 859,46 964,51  1067,60 

923,63 869,37 864,45 970,52  1136,65 

1018,70 880,38 872,46 978,53  1172,65 

1034,06 887,38 890,48 992,54  1247,71 

1050,04 895,46 897,49 1007,58  1290,74 

  902,44 901,47 1025,56  1358,77 

  905,62 905,49 1037,58  1469,84 

  919,41 914,51 1061,58    

  933,43 915,49 1067,60    

  938,48 926,51 1075,59    

  948,45 933,51 1081,59    

  962,49 940,51 1089,59    

  1019,49 945,50 1136,65    

   956,52 1148,63    

   970,52 1172,64    

   1001,55 1178,65    

   1025,57 1186,65    

   1037,57 1247,71    

   1067,58 1283,71    

    1371,74    

    1394,77    

      1505,82     
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Table B 7 - List of m/z values of precursor 
ions found in regeneration sample (1), in 
each SPE fraction. 

SPE fraction (% ACN in eluent) 

15  25  35  45  55  75  

800,96 805,10 803,37 803,38 800,12 803,33 

805,09 811,08 815,38 820,41 803,38 808,32 

811,08 813,08 822,37 832,29 805,14 812,16 

813,07 822,95 845,40 839,39 805,16 815,32 

822,94 822,95 854,92 870,40 810,13 822,35 

831,07 831,08 858,38 889,42 812,16 824,35 

838,91 838,92 863,38 914,44 825,01 825,03 

852,10 849,92 868,41 926,43 831,13 836,17 

854,88 852,09 876,41 931,47 836,14 844,98 

868,09 854,90 876,91 950,45 844,99 847,38 

891,10 868,09 879,32 956,46 851,17 854,98 

909,10 891,10 886,87 1000,48 852,14 860,96 

917,09 909,11 890,44 1025,50 860,96 868,18 

935,09 935,09 914,43 1042,53 868,15 872,43 

1033,94 1033,95 926,44 1061,50 868,16 876,93 

1046,36 1049,92 953,34 1111,54 876,93 876,97 

1049,92 1065,88 956,46 1136,56 876,95 889,40 

1065,88  983,34 1148,54 891,15 898,39 

   999,46 1153,59 914,42 914,44 

   1025,50 1172,56 1013,21 958,47 

   1043,49 1222,60 1136,56 1000,46 

   1067,51 1247,62 1247,62 1025,49 

   1136,55 1264,65  1112,55 

   1259,54 1289,62  1136,57 

   1259,54 1358,67  1153,43 

    1375,70  1171,43 

    1444,71  1247,62 

    1469,72  1299,48 

    1486,76  1315,46 

    1580,79  1317,52 

    1597,81  1419,41 

      1708,86   1435,39 

 

 

 

 

 

Table B 8 - List of m/z values of precursor 
ions found in regeneration sample (2), in 
each SPE fraction. 

SPE fraction (% ACN in eluent) 

15  25  35  45  55  75  

805,17 806,03 803,44 803,45 839,48 847,50 

813,15 823,04 815,47 815,46 914,55 1025,61 

823,03 824,05 829,47 839,47 950,54   

839,00 839,01 834,46 853,47 1025,61   

840,99 850,00 839,47 858,47 1061,61   

849,98 854,99 845,48 867,49 1136,67   

854,97 865,97 858,47 896,51    

865,96 870,96 871,48 897,52    

870,95 905,61 872,49 914,52    

870,95 1018,68 886,47 926,53    

905,60 1043,98 890,51 950,54    

1034,05 1050,03 895,48 964,54    

1050,01 1066,00 897,51 1007,59    

1065,99  899,49 1008,58    

1081,95  913,50 1025,58    

1081,95  914,51 1061,60    

   926,53 1067,61    

   940,53 1075,59    

   956,54 1119,66    

   969,53 1136,64    

   998,55 1172,66    

   1000,56 1186,67    

   1001,58 1283,73    

   1024,57 1358,78    

   1037,59 1394,80    

   1067,60     

   1110,62     

   1111,62     

   1136,65     

   1178,67     

    1247,71       
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Table B 9 - List of m/z values of precursor 
ions found in regeneration sample (3), in 
each SPE fraction. 

SPE fraction (% ACN in eluent) 

15  25  35  45  55  75  

838,99 810,19 803,41 803,43 1247,69   

  839,02 804,43 815,45    

  845,04 815,44 839,46    

  861,00 828,42 853,45    

  938,47 829,45 858,46    

   844,42 867,48    

   845,46 896,50    

   858,44 914,51    

   871,47 926,51    

   872,45 950,52    

   887,46 956,53    

   890,49 1007,56    

   899,47 1025,57    

   903,45 1037,57    

   913,46 1061,58    

   926,49 1067,58    

   932,47 1075,57    

   940,50 1136,64    

   956,50 1172,64    

   969,49 1247,70    

   983,50     

   999,51     

   1000,54     

   1024,53     

   1037,56     

   1067,57     

   1110,59     

   1111,58     

   1136,63     

   1137,60     

    1148,63       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table B 10 - List of m/z values of precursor 
ions found in regeneration sample (4), in 
each SPE fraction. This sample was 
discarded from the study. 

SPE fraction (% ACN in eluent) 

15  25  35  45  55  75  

838,99 845,02 804,40 839,44  847,47 

849,96 861,00 815,43 950,50    

  1019,47 823,42 1061,56    

   845,44 1172,63    

   859,46     

   899,47     

   915,48     

   926,50     

    956,50       
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Table B 11 - List of m/z values of precursor 
ions found in regeneration sample (5), in 
each SPE fraction. 

SPE fraction (% ACN in eluent) 

15  25  35  45  55  75  

801,04 810,95 802,41 803,42 803,43 803,44 

805,18 845,04 805,42 815,45 839,45 810,44 

813,16 854,27 815,45 829,45 853,47 824,40 

814,51 856,43 820,41 839,45 867,47 835,43 

823,02 861,01 821,42 853,45 896,49 847,47 

839,02 895,47 829,45 853,46 914,50 889,47 

845,04 905,61 834,43 867,47 950,52 905,50 

868,18 938,48 839,44 897,49 964,51 914,51 

905,61 952,50 845,46 914,50 978,53 931,50 

1012,05 1009,52 853,45 926,50 1008,55 958,53 

1018,69 1019,49 859,46 940,52 1025,57 977,53 

1034,06 1046,50 872,46 950,52 1061,58 1025,58 

1050,02 1110,50 889,47 964,52 1089,60 1044,56 

1066,00 1136,63 890,48 978,52 1136,64 1069,60 

  1193,65 899,47 1008,57 1172,65 1111,61 

  1780,96 914,49 1025,57 1247,70 1136,65 

   926,51 1037,57 1283,70 1247,71 

   933,49 1061,58 1358,77 1358,78 

   945,50 1075,57 1394,77 1469,85 

   956,52 1136,64 1469,84 1580,91 

   983,51 1147,61    

   1001,56 1148,65    

   1025,57 1172,64    

   1037,59 1178,64    

   1044,57 1191,63    

   1067,58 1247,70    

    1112,63 1283,71     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table B 12 - List of m/z values of precursor 
ions found in regeneration sample (6), in 
each SPE fraction. 

SPE fraction (% ACN in eluent) 

15  15  15  15  15  15  

801,05 810,94 800,38 839,44 803,38 803,44 

805,17 812,20 810,41 853,44 808,43 810,48 

810,94 845,03 815,43 950,51 820,45 817,42 

813,14 846,48 822,41 964,53 832,44 847,47 

823,02 856,41 829,43 1061,57 839,43 863,48 

831,14 861,00 839,43 1075,59 847,48 872,47 

839,01 895,46 845,44 1172,63 853,44 890,49 

845,03 905,61 853,43 1283,70 859,45 905,56 

854,17 918,50 858,45  867,46 914,49 

861,00 923,62 859,45  870,48 950,52 

868,17 938,48 872,44  875,47 958,54 

891,18 952,49 889,46  889,48 978,54 

905,61 1009,51 897,48  897,48 1018,61 

909,17 1018,68 899,45  905,60 1025,55 

923,62 1036,70 914,47  914,48 1043,60 

1018,69 1046,48 926,50  923,58 1069,60 

1050,01 1110,49 931,47  931,52 1136,62 

1065,98 1136,62 940,49  950,50 1222,67 

  1193,64 945,49  958,54 1247,72 

  1296,61 956,51  1000,54 1358,77 

   969,49  1025,55   

   970,52  1046,51   

   983,49  1061,56   

   1001,52  1136,64   

   1025,56  1172,64   

   1028,54  1223,67   

   1037,56  1247,68   

   1067,57  1358,75   

     1394,76   

        1691,92   
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Figure B 1 – Full MS spectra of 15 (1) 25 (2), 35 (3) and 45 (4) % SPE fractions, for control samples, in 
positive mode. 

 

 

Figure B 2 - Full MS spectra of 15 (1), 25 (2), 35 (3) and 45 (4) % SPE fractions, for regenerating samples, 
in positive mode. 
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ITMS + c ESI Full ms [ 
150,00-2000,00] 
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b_25_meoh_pos#1  RT: 
0,00  AV: 1 F: ITMS + c 
ESI Full ms [ 
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0,00  AV: 1 F: ITMS + c 
ESI Full ms [ 
150,00-2000,00] 

NL: 1,81E4

b_45_meoh_pos#1  RT: 
0,00  AV: 1 F: ITMS + c 
ESI Full ms [ 
150,00-2000,00] 
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Figure B 3 - MS
2
 (top), MS

3
 (middle) and MS

4
 (bottom) of m/z 1227 precursor ion. 

A_75ms2b_neg #2-44 RT: 0,00-0,25 AV: 43 NL: 1,68E1
T: ITMS - c ESI Full ms2 1227,00@30,00 [ 335,00-2000,00]
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b_75_meoh_ms3c_neg #1-41 RT: 0,00-0,28 AV: 41 NL: 3,80E1
T: ITMS - c ESI Full ms3 1227,00@30,00 1127,00@30,00 [ 310,00-2000,00]
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b_75_meoh_ms4c_neg #2-53 RT: 0,01-0,41 AV: 52 NL: 1,32E1
T: ITMS - c ESI Full ms4 1227,00@30,00 1127,00@30,00 981,00@30,00 [ 270,00-2000,00]
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Figure B 4 - MS
2
 (top) and MS

3
 (bottom) of m/z 1243 precursor ion 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

controlo_55_meohms2c_neg #2-104 RT: 0,01-0,60 AV: 103 NL: 3,38
T: ITMS - c ESI Full ms2 1243,00@30,00 [ 340,00-2000,00]
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b_75_meoh_ms3b_neg #1-52 RT: 0,00-0,35 AV: 52 NL: 3,52E1
T: ITMS - c ESI Full ms3 1243,00@30,00 1143,00@30,00 [ 310,00-2000,00]
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Figure B 5 - MS
2
 (top), MS

3
 (middle) and MS

4
 (bottom) of m/z 1259 precursor ion. 

b_75_meoh_ms2_neg #1-53 RT: 0,00-0,30 AV: 53 NL: 1,76E2
T: ITMS - c ESI Full ms2 1259,00@30,00 [ 345,00-2000,00]
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b_75_meoh_ms3_neg #1-44 RT: 0,00-0,30 AV: 44 NL: 6,19E1
T: ITMS - c ESI Full ms3 1259,00@30,00 1159,00@30,00 [ 315,00-2000,00]
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b_75_meoh_ms4_neg #1-43 RT: 0,00-0,33 AV: 43 NL: 1,87E1
T: ITMS - c ESI Full ms4 1259,00@30,00 1159,00@30,00 1141,00@30,00 [ 310,00-2000,00]
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Figure B 6 - MS
2
 (top), MS

3
 (middle) and MS

4
 (bottom) of m/z 1373 precursor ion. 

 

a_75ms2a_neg #1-56 RT: 0,00-0,32 AV: 56 NL: 4,39E1
T: ITMS - c ESI Full ms2 1373,00@30,00 [ 375,00-2000,00]
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a_75ms3b_neg #1-72 RT: 0,00-0,49 AV: 72 NL: 1,07E1
T: ITMS - c ESI Full ms3 1373,00@30,00 1273,00@30,00 [ 350,00-2000,00]
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b_75_meoh_ms4b_neg #1-54 RT: 0,00-0,42 AV: 54 NL: 2,03E1
F: ITMS - c ESI Full ms4 1373,00@30,00 1273,00@30,00 1127,00@30,00 [ 310,00-2000,00]
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